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OXQJ%LRJHRFKHPLH$UEHLWVJUXSSH)HXHU|NRORJLH*OREDO)LUH0RQLWRULQJ&HQWHU *)0& 
FR 8QLYHUVLWlW )UHLEXUJ *HRUJHV.|KOHU$OOHH   )UHLEXUJ *HUPDQ\ 7HO 
)D[HPDLOMRKDQQJROGDPPHUU#ILUHXQLIUHLEXUJGH
([WHQGHG$EVWUDFW
The Cluster „Forest Fire“ within the German Research Network Natural Disasters (DFNK)
includes three major components. The first component consists of an innovative conceptual model for a fire information system and decision-support for early warning, monitoring,
information management and simulation of wildfires in pine forests of Brandenburg State,
Germany. The system includes the adaptation of established fire behaviour simulations
models (BEHAVE, FARSITE) implemented by the Fire Ecology Research Group, a fire
detection component (Automated Fire Detection System - AWFS) implemented by the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) and a fire danger rating and forecast system implemented by the German Meteorological Service (DWD). The second component provides
the link between the locally applicable system and a global fire information system provided by the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC).
The two first projects provided an opportunity to test the advanced spaceborne Bi-Spectral
Infrared Detection (BIRD) sensing system for the detection and characterization of hightemperature events (HTE). BIRD is the first space borne sensor that offers the capability to
provide daytime detection of small fires with areas exceeding ~15 m2 and to estimate their
radiative energy release. For fires with areas exceeding ~0.15 ha, an estimation of the effective fire temperature and area is also feasible. This capability of BIRD is especially important for the detection of small fires. In addition, the high sensitivity of the BIRD IR sensor system might also allow the characterization of low intensity surface fires in forests
(under canopy) which are difficult to be detected by other satellite systems. During the project's scientific forest fire experiment the Advanced BIRD Airborne Simulator (ABAS) was
used to test the capabilities of this new spaceborne fire detection and characterization system before BIRD was launched to the orbit in October 2001




The operational work of the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) includes (a) early warning
of wildland fires (forest fires and fires in other vegetation types), (b) compilation of near-real
time or regular fire situation updates through a global network of data providers, (c)
assistance to developing countries to build capacities in fire prevention and fire management
systems/policies, (d) decision-support for policy-making institutions at international levels.
The GFMC is serving as coordinator of the Working Group on Wildland Fire, UN ISDR InterAgency Task Force for Disaster Reduction.
The third component included modelling of historic occurrence and future trends of fire
occurrence due to regional climate change and was implemented by an associated project
of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK). The project focused on a
German case study region, where 80 to 90% of the fires are human-caused. The objectives of this study are the application of the Regional Fire Model (Reg-FIRM), a processbased fire model that is incorporated into the LPJ Dynamic Global Vegetation Model, to
temperate forests under historic climate conditions and to explore ranges of potential impacts of future climate change on fire and vegetation dynamics.
Keywords: Forest fire, wildland fire, fuel classification, fire behaviour, fire weather, fire detection, fire modelling, decision support, dispatch, remote sensing, regional fire model,
vegetation-fire interaction, climate change.
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6JGXWNPGTCDKNKV[QHKPHTCUVTWEVWTGKUQPGQHVJGTGCUQPUHQTVJGJKIJPWODGTQHECUWCN
VKGUEQPPGEVGFVQGCTVJSWCMGU/QTGQXGTTGUEWGVGCOUCTGJCTFN[CDNGVQQRGTCVGKH
UVTGGVU CTG DNQEMGF D[ FGDTKU HKTG CPF FCOCIGF DTKFIGU 9QTUG UVKNN RTQXKUKQPU HQT
GCTVJSWCMGNQCFUCVOCPOCFGUVTWEVWTGUCUYGNNCUFKUCUVGTRNCPUCTGQHVGPOKUUKPI
QT KPCFGSWCVG KP CTGCU QH OQFGTCVG UGKUOKEKV[ 6JGTGHQTG KP VJG HTCOGYQTM QH VJG
)GTOCP 4GUGCTEJ 0GVYQTM HQT 0CVWTCN &KUCUVGTU &(0-  VJG GCTVJSWCMG XWNPGTCDKNKV[
QHKPHTCUVTWEVWTGYCUUVWFKGFKPCPKPVGTFKUEKRNKPCT[CRRTQCEJHQTVJGEKV[QH%QNQIPG
CU C UJQYECUG 6JKU NCTIG EKV[  OQTGQXGT GODGFFGF KPVQ C FGPUGN[ RQRWNCVGF CPF
JKIJN[KPFWUVTKCNKUGFTGIKQPYCUUGNGEVGFDGECWUGKVKUUKVWCVGFKPCPCEVKXGVGEVQPKE
TGIKQP VJG .QYGT 4JKPG 'ODC[OGPV 0QV QPN[ VJG EQPVKIWKV[ VQ VJG RQVGPVKCNN[ JC\
CTFQWU'THVHCWNVU[UVGOYJKEJKUNQECVGFCVKVUOQUVRTQZKOCVGURQVQPN[MOYGUV
QHVJGEKV[JCUVQDGEQPUKFGTGFDWVCNUQVJGCORNKHKECVKQPQHUGKUOKEOQVKQPFWGVQ
VJGRTGUGPEGQHUQHVUGFKOGPVUEQXGTKPIVJGDGFTQEM6JGHTGSWGPE[DCPFCHHGEVGFD[
UWEJUKVGGHHGEVUFGRGPFUQPVJGVJKEMPGUUCPFVJGXGNQEKV[QHVJGUGFKOGPVCT[EQXGT
+HVJGUGHTGSWGPEKGUQXGTNCRYKVJTGNGXCPVTGUQPCPEGHTGSWGPEKGUQHOCPOCFGUVTWE
VWTGUFCOCIGUOC[KPETGCUG
$VVHVVPHQWRIVLWHHIIHFWV
6JG HWPFCOGPVCN TGUQPCPEG HTGSWGPE[ YCU CUUGUUGF WUKPI VJG *8 TCVKQ VGEJPKSWG
6JKU VGEJPKSWG WVKNKUGU VJG EQPVKPWQWUN[ RTGUGPV ITQWPF OQVKQP ECNNGF CODKGPV UGKU
OKE PQKUG &KXKFKPI VJG UOQQVJGF CPF OGTIGF JQTK\QPVCN URGEVTC D[ VJG XGTVKECN QPG
YKNNTGUWNVKPRGCMUKPVJGTCVKQ6JGHTGSWGPE[CVYJKEJVJGHKTUVRGCMQEEWTUKUCPGU
VKOCVGQHVJGHWPFCOGPVCNTGUQPCPEGHTGSWGPE[QHVJGUQKNEQXGTCPFOC[DGFKTGEVN[
TGNCVGFVQUGFKOGPVVJKEMPGUU 2CTQNCKGVCN 9GEQNNGEVGFQWTFCVCKPVYQHKGNF
ECORCKIPU KP  CPF  6JG TGUWNVKPI OCR QH VJGHWPFCOGPVCNTGUQPCPEGHTG
SWGPE[QHVJGUQKNKURTGUGPVGFKP(KI 2CTQNCKGVCN 


)LJXUH5HVRQDQFHIUHTXHQF\>LQ+]@RIWKHVRLOFRYHULQWKHDUHDRIFRORJQHIURP+9PHDVXUHPHQWV

(WTVJGTOQTG YG HQWPF CP GZEGNNGPV UVCDKNKV[ QH VJG HWPFCOGPVCN TGUQPCPEG RGCM KP
VKOG CU YGNN CU UKIPKHKECPV CORNKHKECVKQP CV HTGSWGPEKGU JKIJGT VJCP VJKU HWPFCOGPVCN
QPG HTQO TGEQTFKPIU QH NQECN CPF TGIKQPCN GCTVJSWCMGU CNUQ CV UVCVKQPU NQECVGF QXGT




VJKEMUGFKOGPVCT[EQXGT 2CTQNCKGVCN %QPUGSWGPVN[VJGUGHTGSWGPEKGUUGGO
PQVVQDGFCORGPGFQWV
6LPXODWLRQRIJURXQGPRWLRQVFHQDULRV
#P CRRTQCEJ VQ TGCNKUVKE ITQWPF OQVKQP UEGPCTKQU HQT VJG .QYGT 4JKPG 'ODC[OGPV
YCUVTKGFD[WUKPICJ[DTKFOQFGNNKPICRRTQCEJVJCVKPENWFGUUQWTEGRCVJCUYGNNCU
UKVGGHHGEVU1WTCRRTQCEJEQODKPGUCPKORTQXGF6JQOUQP*CUMGNNRTQRCICVQTOCVTKZ
OGVJQF 9CPI   HQT VJG EQORWVCVKQP KP C & DCEMITQWPF OGFKWO YKVJ C &
XKUEQGNCUVKE(KPKVG&KHHGTGPEG (& RTQITCO <CJTCFPÈMCPF/QE\Q 
(QWT RTQHKNGU VJTQWIJ VJG .QYGT 4JKPG 'ODC[OGPV YGTG UGNGEVGF UWEJ VJCV CNN QH
VJGOKPENWFGVJG'THVHCWNVYJGTGVJGGCTVJSWCMGUYGTGKPKVKCVGF6JGKTETQUUKPIKUKP
VJGKPPGTEKV[QH%QNQIPG (KI +PHQTOCVKQPCDQWVUGFKOGPVVJKEMPGUUYCUTGVTKGXGF
HTQOCFKIKVKUGFIGQNQIKECNOCRCPFUNKIJVN[UKORNKHKGF6JG5YCXGXGNQEKV[KPUKFGVJG
UGFKOGPVU ECOG HTQO 2CTQNCK GV CN   CPF JQTK\QPVCN NC[GTKPI YCU CUUWOGF
VJTQWIJQWV VJG OQFGN 1VJGT RCTCOGVGTU YGTG VCMGP HTQO VJG NKVGTCVWTG 'CEJ UKOW
NCVGFGXGPVJCUCOGEJCPKUOUKOKNCTVQVJG4QGTOQPFGCTVJSWCMG FKRUNKRGXGPVCNQPI
PQTOCNHCWNV CPFCOQOGPVOCIPKVWFGQH/Y6JKUXCNWGYCUHQWPFD[OCVEJ
KPI VJG URGEVTCN CEEGNGTCVKQP XCNWGU HQT VJG ETWUVCN DCEMITQWPF OQFGN VQ TQEMUKVG
URGEVTCNXCNWGUHQTVJG[GCTJC\CTFNGXGNQDVCKPGFD[VJGRTQDCDKNKUVKEJC\CTFCR
RTQCEJ )T×PVJCN CPF 9CJNUVTÑO   0QVG VJCV VJG CEVWCN TGVWTP RGTKQF QH CP
GXGPV YKVJ VJKU OCIPKVWFG QEEWTTKPI QP VJG 'THV HCWNV OKIJV DG OWEJ NQPIGT (KI
UJQYU CP GZCORNG QH VJG EQORWVGF YCXGHKGNF 6JG UVTKMKPI HGCVWTGU CTG HQEWUUKPI
GHHGEVU KG CORNKHKECVKQP QH CORNKVWFGU FWG VQ RQUKVKXG KPVGTHGTGPEG GI CV MO  
QEEWTTGPEGQHCFFKVKQPCNNQYHTGSWGPE[TGUQPCPEG PQVUJQYPJGTG CPFUNQYCORNK
VWFGFGEC[YKVJVKOG
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LW\GHSWK VWUXFWXUH DORQJ SURILOH  6HGLPHQWV DUH GHSLFWHG LQ OLJKW JUH\ FRORXUV WKH FUXVW LQ GDUN JUH\ RQHV
6WDU DQG SOXV LQGLFDWH HSLFHQWUH DQG SRVLWLRQ RI SURILOH LQWHUVHFWLRQ UHVSHFWLYHO\ 5LJKW 16FRPSRQHQW RI WKH
JURXQGPRWLRQDORQJSURILOH

$VVHVVLQJWKHYXOQHUDELOLW\RILQIUDVWUXFWXUH
# NKHGNKPG TQCF PGVYQTM YCU FGXGNQRGF DCUGF QP KPHTCUVTWEVWTG HCEKNKVKGU TGNGXCPV HQT
TGUEWGCEVKQPU(QWTNKHGNKPGDTKFIGUETQUUKPIVJG4JKPG4KXGTYGTGUGNGEVGFHQTCXWN
PGTCDKNKV[CPCN[UKUDGECWUGVJGKTHCKNWTGYQWNFNGCFVQNCTIGFGVQWTU6JGKTXWNPGTCDKNKV[
YCU PWOGTKECNN[ CUUGUUGF WUKPI VJGHKPKVGGNGOGPVRTQITCO#$#3756JGOQFGNNKPI
YCU RGTHQTOGF CEEQTFKPI VQ EQPUVTWEVKQP RNCPU HTQO NQECN CWVJQTKVKGU CPF URGEKHKEC
VKQPU KP VJG NKVGTCVWTG +PXGUVKICVKPI VJG UVTWEVWTCN F[PCOKEU GZRQUGF CP QXGTNCR QH




HWPFCOGPVCN TGUQPCPEG HTGSWGPEKGU DGVYGGP UKVG GHHGEVU CPF VJG NQPIURCP DTKFIGU
(¼EMG GV CN   KPFKECVKPI CP KPETGCUGF FCOCIG RQVGPVKCN KP ECUG QH CP GCTVJ
SWCMG%QPUGSWGPVN[VJGUVTWEVWTCNXWNPGTCDKNKV[YCUURGEKHKGFWUKPIF[PCOKEUKOWNC
VKQPU FKTGEVVKOGKPVGITCVKQPKORNKEKV DCUGFQPPKPGFKHHGTGPVITQWPFOQVKQPUEGPCTKQU
HTQO VYQ FKHHGTGPV OGVJQFU PCOGN[ & J[DTKFOQFGNNKPI CPF FGUKIPURGEVTWOEQO
RCVKDNG IGPGTCVKQP YKVJ 5+/3-' CEE VQ '&+0   6JG TGURQPUG QH VJG DTKFIGU
YCUEQORCTGFVQVJGWNVKOCVGNQCFQHCNNETKVKECNUVTWEVWTCNRCTVU6JQUGRCTVUYJKEJ
ECPNGCFVQEQPUGSWGPVKCNNQUUNKMGHCNNKPIFQYPQHVJGUWRGTUVTWEVWTGCTGOQUVETKVK
ECN #V VJG DTKFIG %QNQIPG&GWV\ VJG OCZKOWO HQTEG FWG VQ GZEKVCVKQP KP DQVJ JQTK
\QPVCNFKTGEVKQPUKUWRVQHKXGVKOGUNCTIGTVJCPVJGWNVKOCVGNQCFKPVJGEQPPGEVKQPDG
VYGGP UWRGT CPF UWDUVTWEVWTG # HCKNWTG QH VJKU EQPPGEVKQP KU RTQDCDNG YJKEJ OC[
NGCF VQ OQXGOGPVU QH VJG UWRGTUVTWEVWTG OCMKPI VJG DTKFIG KPQRGTCVKXG CHVGT CP
GCTVJSWCMG 6JG URJGTKECN DGCTKPI DGVYGGP VJG UWRGTUVTWEVWTG CPF VJG R[NQP CV VJG
5GXGTKPUDTKFIG YCU KP QPG UEGPCTKQ QXGTNQCFGF D[   *QYGXGT QXGTUVTGPIVJ KP
VJKU FKOGPUKQP ECP DG GZRGEVGF UQ VJCV VJKU DTKFIG UGGOU UGEWTG 6JG OCZKOWO
HQTEGKPVJGUJGCTDQNVDGCTKPICVVJGCDWVOGPVQHVJG/×NJGKOGT$TKFIGFWGVQNCVGTCN
GZEKVCVKQP KU VYKEG VJG WNVKOCVG NQCF *QYGXGT CVNGCUVHQTTGUEWGCEVKQPVJKUDTKFIG
YKNN UVC[ QRGTCVKXG DGECWUG UWURGPUKQPU RTGXGPV NCTIG FKURNCEGOGPVU QH VJG UWRGT
UVTWEVWTGKPECUGQHCDGCTKPIEQNNCRUG#VVJG4QFGPMKTEJGPGT$TKFIGPQFCOCIGRCV
VGTPEQWNFDGFGVGEVGF
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KPFKECVQTHQTUVTWEVWTCNFCOCIGU
5HIHUHQFHV
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High-water events of the recent years revealed the urgent need for supporting flood management efficiently. This is not only a matter of measuring precipitation and run-off and
forecasting upcoming situations by (numerical) models, rather than by managing all kind of
information and distributing information for education, awareness, warning, behaviour and
support in case of emergency. Within this context modern Information- and Communication-Technology (ICT) may play an important role. In particular the Internet is becoming a
common and wide-spread medium for distribution of information and communication. It is
accessible at widely distributed locations for all levels of population at relatively cheap
technology reaching from the fixed-line PC down to the mobile-line handhold devices and
phones. It must be understood as an expression of attitude of modern society asking for
transparency of decisions and involvement in communication.
This contribution outlines some features which can easily be implemented in the Internetenvironment at low cost and operated with a minimum of administrative overhead. The
tools (functions) described are being implemented in the flood-management system of the
city Frankfurt/Odra in Germany.
For flood management basically three different levels of development have to be considered. During the pre-crisis situation, which may last for years, citizens and stakeholders
living in flood prone areas have to be educated and made (kept) aware about natural phenomena of the area and their risks. This can be supported by visual and graphical information besides textual reports. Movies about historical events help to understand the risk,
computer simulations teach about endangered areas, instruction sheets and visualizations
inform about possible measures of individual protection and mutual help in neighbourhoods, documents and reports inform about emergency plans, rescue means create confidence in local administration, law and regulations explain provision to be taken by crisis
managers and finally listings contain addresses for help in emergency situations. All this
information can easily be provided though Internet-accessible technology and efficient information content management.
The situation during post-crisis is quite similar except that the kind of information content is
changing. It is oriented towards supporting peoples repair work, insurance situation and
public support. The information and communication features may support setting up selforganised neighbourhood communities for mutual help and support as frequently observed
after recent events. Again, the ICT is available, demanded is the information content management.
The third crucial phase is the development of the crisis itself and its management. All information and communication processes are becoming time-critical thus demanding for
computer support. The information to be managed concerns physics (geography, hydrometeorology...), logistics (availability of equipment, material, resources…), infrastructure
(accessibility of roads, power, telecom…), vulnerability (endangered humans, industry,
environment…), rescue (staff and means, medical issues…), scenarios (current observations, worst case calculations either on-line or from pre-calculations, history…), information
and communication portal (what to do, where to go, what to take…) and further. So again,
this area is a matter of information content management and, in particular, a matter of in



formation presentation. Information has to be understood by everybody according to his
educational level, age, needs and purposes. Some information of course should be confidential not to raise false alarming and misunderstanding.
Internet-based software tools to support information access, content selection and presentation are at hand, most even as freeware. The success of the software lies in the objectoriented paradigm and its implementation in the Java-environment. Java code is executable under administration of any Internet browser. The browser is becoming the genuine
operating system in combination with the Java virtual machine making implementations
hardware/operation system independent. The client/server architecture is being used to
allocate performance equipment dependent within the net. Interfacing can be achieved by
HTTP client/server communication protocol, common gateway as well as applet and servlet technology. Plug-in extensions to the browser allow for presenting any information format from text, graphics, pictures, movies to audio streams. Encapsulating data by XML
descriptors allows common use of tools provided at one central server (SOAP) only. Special geographic information systems are supporting presentation of information from PC
down to hand-hold devices. As these can be located crisis management at any time is informed who is where and can provide advice and rescue if endangered.
Pictures from an implemented software solution
will illustrate the potential of tools. Weather radar
is available through official and private offices
transmitted as html file. Much other information
may be obtained in the same manner such as
road maps, company profiles etc. Also
hydrological data from catchments can be
collected either directly from home-pages or
indirectly (XML described) from gauging stations
directly.
As all input for running prepared numerical
models or updating neural network ones or the
combination of both forecasts can be made and
warning initiated. Neural network models can be
run fully automatically without any manual interference even including sms and e-mail warning
services to citizens in flood prone areas. Forecast
about critical and anticipated disastrous
developments such as dike breaching can be
simulated and results transmitted on-line to crisis
managers and citizens (if desirable) via PC or
even to hand-hold devices. Pictures’ showing the
flooding process can be superimposed by layers
of other information such as street maps, risk
potential, infrastructure, population density,
location of persons communicating with hand-hold
devices, land-use etc. Zooming, cutting,
referencing and linking to further information are
possible thus supporting decision making
process. Geographic information system (GIS) software is supporting all such features.
The picture to the right shows propagation of flood through a dam break, land use, streets
and housing presented on a hand-hold device. Defence and rescue can be planned on
such information more precisely and in time.





All information has to be managed. For this purpose a document management system has been
developed. Information of any kind may be contained in documents (text, graphics, pictures,
movies, sound). The document content is formatted (Mime-type such as doc / dat / jpg / html...)
and identified by a meta-language descriptor.
These information resources may be stored distributed on any server machine world-wide. The
system searches for the meta-descriptor, remembers the server address (resource entry,
URL), connects to the document and presents
the contained information according to Mimetype format. So the information remains all time
within the responsibility of its originator. No central data-bank has to be set up and no new administrative organisation created. As the system

is running under control of
Internet browser all information is accessible from
everywhere, even from
mobile devices.
The information management system, collection of
hydrological data and
forecast by neural network
model has been integrated into one desktop environment. Communication features such as sms and e-mail
distribution as well as net-based conferencing have been added making this system working as an example for crisis management in a distributed “virtual environment”. A demonstrator has been built and installed in a public area in the city of Frankfurt/Oder. Any citizen
has access to familiarize with new technology to create confidence before the next flood
will come.
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What causes households and business organizations in flood-prone areas to take precautionary action in order to prevent future damages? This was the central question of a research project by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) from January
2000 until May 2003. The project was part of the German Research Network on Natural
Disasters (DFNK) and cooperated closely with the flood hazard center of the city Cologne.
The August 2002 floods in Central Europe have shown the high damage potential of natural hazards in developed countries. Damages by natural hazards will probably increase
even further due to climatic change and the rising risk of extreme weather events (IPCC,
2001). Facing the remaining risk in view of restricted public budgets, private damage prevention by the households and business organizations at risk becomes more and more
important.
The fact that private damage prevention can have a large effect on the reduction of flood
damages can be seen by looking at the difference in monetary losses arising from the two
severe floods of 1993 and 1995 in Cologne, Germany, the focus region of the project.
Given similar exposures (10.63 m. water level in 1993; 10.69 m. water level in 1995) and
almost the same sensitivity (no great difference between the potentially affected property
values), losses fell from about 65 million Euro in 1993 to 30 million Euro in 1995. This decrease was mainly attributed to the improvements in damage prevention made by the affected residents (Fink et al., 1996, p. 38). In general, it has been estimated that long-term
precautionary damage prevention, such as installation of protective water barriers, by
households or firms at risk of flooding can reduce monetary damage by as much as 80%
(International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine, 2002), as well as the costs of
public risk management.
But huge differences in self-protection exist between residents in flood-prone areas.
Whereas some households and firms take precautionary action others do not prepare at
all for a possible flood. To answer the question why some residents take precautionary
action while others do not, a social-psychological model based on protection motivation
theory (Rogers, 1983) explaining precautionary damage prevention of households and
firms in flood-prone areas was developed. The main feature of this model is its differentiation between two major perceptual processes. In the first process – µWKUHDWDSSUDLVDO¶ (also
known as risk perception) – a person, a household, or a firm assesses a threat’s probability and damage potential to things he, she or it values (such as home or property). In the
second – µFRSLQJDSSUDLVDO¶ – a person or a social system evaluates his, her or its ability to
cope with and avert being harmed by the threat, along with the costs of taking such action.
The validity of the proposed model was explored by means of telephone surveys and multiple regression analyses. Participants were 157 randomly chosen households and 35
firms in flood-prone quarters (inundation area of the 100-year flood event) in Cologne. The
questions in the interviews were mainly about respondents’ perceptions and beliefs with
regard to flooding and their actual flood damage prevention. Measures of this precautionary behavior were: gathering of information about options for flood damage prevention,




avoidance of expensive furnishings in the basement and first floor, flood protection devices
like pumps or protective barriers for windows and doors, structural changes (e.g., heating
in upper floor), and preparation of an emergency plan, which defines, who has to do what
in case of a flood.
Results of the study show the explanatory power of the socio-psychological model proposed. In the private households the model can explain 26-39% (33-41% in the enterprises) of the variance in the different measures of damage prevention, yielding statistically
significant explanations for all of them. In socio-psychological research these values of
explained variance for behavioral measures are seen as moderate to good levels of explanation. Figure 1 shows the statistically significant causes of flood damage prevention in the
households and enterprises.
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Households and enterprises, that have been directly affected by a flood in the past, show
more damage prevention than those, that have never been affected by a flood so far – but
also among the latter there are examples of precautionary action. The higher the risk perception and the higher the coping appraisal of the households’ and firms’ representatives –
that is: the higher the perceived ability for and efficacy of precautionary action and the
lower the perceived costs of taking such action – the higher is the amount of precaution in
these households and enterprises. More maladaptive responses like fatalism, denial or
wishful thinking are associated with less damage prevention. Owners of homes and enterprises that use their own buildings show more damage prevention than tenants – this differences is much clearer for households than for enterprises. That ownership turned out to
be an important determinant of flood damage prevention is obvious. Firstly, owners have –
compared to tenants – much more to lose because of floods, since lots of damage occurs
to the building when a flood takes place. Secondly, owners have more opportunity to take
independent action: whereas a tenant is normally not allowed to make structural changes
to the building he is using for living or working, a owner has this opportunity.
Two factors turned out to be statistically significant only for the interviewed enterprises:
Higher perceived responsibility for self-protection is related with more damage prevention.
And the bigger an enterprise is, the better is its flood damage prevention. But this result is
probably due to the fact that the interviewed big enterprises were mainly chemical plants
that are required by law to show high amounts of precaution.




Whereas for the households the different causes are of similar importance for their damage prevention, those factors in the enterprises are most important that relate to the
evaluation of the opportunities for self-protection: coping appraisal and fatalism.
These results increase the understanding how residents’ and firms’ precautionary selfprotective behavior can be fostered by adequate risk communication. Not only the risk of
flooding should be communicated – e.g. by detailed risk maps – but just as much the possibility, effectiveness and costs of private precautionary measures. If public agencies and
insurance companies want to encourage private damage prevention, they must communicate clearly the opportunities for it – this seems especially important to avoid maladaptive
responses like fatalism, denial or wishful thinking, which emerge almost always when people are confronted with a risk but do not know how to protect themselves from it. In addition, public agencies and insurance companies must cooperate with the people at risk to
stimulate an awareness of shared responsibility. The city of Cologne, with its flood hazard
center, offers an excellent example for such cooperation.
From the viewpoint of public action the importance of prior flood experience for motivating
damage prevention is somewhat disappointing. This experience factor cannot be provided
by policy makers or insurance companies. Nevertheless, one might think about enhanced
experience sharing by means of reports of former flood victims to convey an understanding of potential flood consequences.
In addition, because of the strong influence of the ownership variable especially in the
household survey, it seems useful to alleviate changes from tenancies into ownership
structures in flood-prone areas by government aid or tax relief. But this promotion should
be clearly given only to tenants already living in the flood-prone areas to avoid further moving in.
It is assumed that the results and ideas for interventions to foster households’ and enterprises’ self-protective behavior found in Cologne can be generalized to other regions. First
analyses of a current bigger study after the August 2002 flood in Eastern Germany
(approx. 1000 respondents) by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research point to
the finding that similar mechanism like in Cologne are at work even in less flood experienced areas.
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The European Commission has recently accomplished two studies related to the use of spatial
information for disaster management. One of them was a survey revealing that 1 million emergency callers each year, who alert of an accident or disaster by the standardised number 112, are
unable to indicate their location. This causes a loss of valuable reaction time, enhanced by the fact
that multiple calls refer to the same incident and release duplications of reaction efforts. Therefore
a directive was issued committing mobile service providers to provide the caller’s location automatically along with the call.
The other investigation was published as outcome of a workshop involving nine NGO’s that looked
for obstacles in the application of spatial or geo-information techniques for humanitarian aid. As
such were stated (1) the lack of data standards, (2) non-availability of budgets for information procurement, (3) lack of adequately trained staff and ways of internal communication, e.g. between
headquarters and field and, (4) missing culture of sharing useful information between NGO’s.
It is obvious that the integral character of spatial information, be it large view satellite images or
other data layers in a Geo-Information System, be it numerical models which derive warnings and
decision tools from such data, require new management forms of both, prevention and relief. Rapid
and unhindered access to large common data pools must be organised efficiently and the pools
constantly filled with actual data from multiple sources. An optimum balance between actuality and
accuracy of warning information has to be found and its content and transmission has to adhere to
quality standards in order to be taken serious.
In the present session results from recent developments in that regard, involving several geographic regions in the world, different kinds of disasters and different elements in the warning chain
are highlighted. One of the upcoming universal information sources is the charter “space and major
disasters” (www.disasterscharter.org) through which satellite operators around the world provide,
free of charge for the time being, images of disaster areas to crisis centers in affected countries, for
further use and distribution. It will transcend the stage of an exercise and become fully operational
by considerably shortening the reaction times below the present 36 hours record, when more satellites become available. A dedicated
disaster monitoring and warning
system in global burden sharing
should be following the example of
the global weather satellite system.
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Information from meteorological satellites received at the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management is used for monitoring the actual state of the atmosphere and Earth surface. The high temporal resolution of geostationary satellite data allows for observation
and interpretation of rapidly changing phenomena. The higher spatial resolution of polar
orbiting weather satellites (presently only available from NOAA) is accurate enough for
Earth surface monitoring including soil and vegetation properties. Taking into account the
rapid development of computational techniques it is a very useful tool for both early detection of severe weather conditions and disaster management.
Among many weather phenomena, one of the most dangerous, while causing the greatest
damages, are storms. Storms are phenomena of relatively small spatial (5 - 200 km) and
temporal (0.5-6 h) extent. Their forecasting is most problematic and the error is highest
(hydrostatic models). Yet, early storm detection and monitoring is important because they
frequently make cause damages due to heavy precipitation, strong winds, lightning, hail
and sometimes even tornadoes. Direct effects of mentioned phenomena are very often:
flush floods (water or mud
floods); fires of houses, farm
buildings,
technical
infrastructure; damages of
buildings and forest, crop
and other property. In
extreme conditions those
cases are accumulating on
relatively
small
areas,
leading
to
tremendous
material losses, or even to
human live loss. An example
of storm damage in Poland is
presented in Fig. 1. On
4.07.2002 400 hectares of
forest
were
completely
destroyed
during
heavy
storm.
Fig. 1: Pisz forest after heavy storm on 4.07.2002 (phot. R. Skapski).

Satellite data provide information about stability of the atmosphere and facilitate early
storm warning. They are used for early detection of convective cells and monitoring of
storm development in all phases. Those data used together with a lightning detection system provide reliable tools for early storm detection. Techniques for convective rain intensity estimation and accumulated rain determination are now tested for both meteorological
and hydrological services.




Satellite information is used, among others, for:
• Determination of the area of intensive convection leading to storm development and
connected intensive precipitation - atmospheric stability indices based on TOVS/NOAA
data.
•

Detection of storm cells and determination of their actual stage (developing, decaying) geostationary satellite data Meteosat (MSG), combined satellite and lightning detection
data.

•

Following storm trajectories and forecasting of their future development - Meteosat
(MSG), lightning detection, radar data.

•

Determination of rain intensity, rainfall amount - blended methods (different sensors).

A very important task to ensure safety on the roads and sea is the protection of land and
sea transport, specially when dangerous goods are transported. Satellite information gives
the following possibilities:
• Detection of the areas with heavy precipitation (Meteosat and NOAA).
•

Monitoring of snow and ice cover (NOAA).

•

Fog and low cloud detection (NOAA).

A future perspective is the determination of wind direction and speed over sea surfaces.
The European METOP satellites with the ASCAT instrument will provide such a possibility
in 2005.
Taking into account the threat by nuclear power plant catastrophes and the danger of radioactive substance dissemination due to nuclear weapon use, the knowledge of the actual state and the dynamics of the upper troposphere and stratosphere is very important.
After such accidents radioactive material is carried up to high altitudes and is transported
over long distances. Three-dimensional analysis of the atmosphere, including wind speed
and direction, is important for such a modelling. Satellite atmospheric sounding makes it
possible. Also ozone monitoring from TOVS/NOAA data for UV radiation forecasting and
warning is important (in Poland operationally used).
Determination of vegetation indices from NOAA satellite data allows for monitoring of the
actual state of vegetation and its temporal and spatial changes related to seasons and
human activities. Anomalies connected with droughts, floods, forest fires and ecological
catastrophes are well depicted.
Use of meteorological satellite data in operational hydrology is becoming more and more
important recently. The potential satellite products for hydrology are:
• precipitation accumulated during last 1, 6, 24 hours,
•

actual precipitation rate and distribution in a scale adapted to the catchment extension,

•

the direction and speed of precipitation advection,

•

atmospheric total precipitable water,

•

soil moisture and warnings on saturated soils,

•

detection of flooded areas,





•

area of snow cover and snow water content,

•

rate of snowmelt,

•

detection of frozen surfaces,

•

wind speed and direction in coastal regions,

•

moisture flux between Earth surface and the atmosphere - actual evapotranspiration in
catchment scale,

•

parameters characterising the catchment surface (land use and treatment) - actual type
of surface (qualitative and quantitative),

•

water quality - algae blooms, suspended matter.

Appreciating the importance of hydrological use of satellite data, the EUMETSAT Organisation approved an initiative of Poland, Hungary and Slovakia, of a new theme for a Satellite Application Facility: “SAF in Support to Operational Hydrology and Water Management”.

&RQFOXVLRQV
Information received from meteorological satellites is operationally used not only for
weather forecasting. The mentioned applications support early warning catastrophic situation management. In the Polish view advantages and limitations of satellite information are
the following.


$GYDQWDJHV
1. Satellite data are available very frequently, covering the area of the whole Europe.
Spatial, spectral and temporal resolutions are continuously improving.
2. Many satellite methods for determination of land/sea/atmosphere parameters are used
operationally or ready for use.
3. Satellite products are much cheaper than conventional methods and monitoring functions are better performed.
/LPLWDWLRQV
1. Satellite sensors detect spectral properties of the target, not physical phenomena - still
much work is needed to understand and interpret this information.
2. Validation of satellite methods is highly difficult; as a result sometimes it is hard to convince users about their quality.
3. There is still need for a better linking of satellite product providers and operational services responsible for early warning and disaster management.
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In the year 2002 several Fraunhofer Institutes carried out a survey to analyse the use of
IT-based support systems in the area of disaster and emergency management. The acceptance and role of IT, especially Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was assessed
within this survey. Based on these results, requirements for innovative technologies to
create additional value from such systems could be identified. It could be shown that, today, IT-support in general and GIS in particular, are accepted in this area. Furthermore a
number of data sources used by nearly all users was identified. Besides the role of GIS,
also needs for innovations could be formulated. A major preference is the increase of data
bases by integration of professional data and 3D geographic data, furthermore and the
presence of this data in mobile environments.

,QWURGXFWLRQ

Recognition of and reaction to exceptional cases especially in disaster and emergency
management is a challenge for decision makers who must be trained to be prepared to
these situations. Nevertheless the quality of every decision depends on the available information. Furthermore it often happens that emergency situations arise just when the decision makers are not at hand. In order to enhance the availability and topicality of the data
relevant to the disaster and emergency management und to support the decision makers
in finding the “right“ decision, different IT based support systems are available.
To find requirements it is useful to describe and characterise emergency management itself. Therefore a number of Fraunhofer Institutes carried out a survey in 2001 to determine
the acceptance and the role of IT-support. Fraunhofer IGD was mainly responsible to analyse the acceptance of GIS and detect in which areas the development of innovative technologies can create additional value.
Two exemplary application fields were chosen. The first scenario was about emergency in
chemical industries, flooding was the second. Key-players from the two areas were identified and asked for participation in the survey. Finally about 110 questionnaires could be
analysed. The interviewees were classified into six groups: insurances, industry, engineers, research organisations, administration and action forces, to look for eventual differences. To validate the results of the analysis a public workshop was arranged.
5HVXOWVRIWKHVXUYH\

People without GIS in use but with tasks in their everyday business that may generally be
supported by GIS (acquisition, manipulation, analysis or visualisation of spatial data) were




compared with such who have GIS in operation. It shows that the proportion of GIS saturation is already 90% in Germany. The awareness and acceptance of GIS technology is
around 60% for both groups. Significantly high is the acceptance of GIS in administrations.
Technical infrastructure and know how to use such systems are available.
)LJ)UHTXHQF\RIXVHRIGLIIHUHQWJHR
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Concerning the geographic data used
within GIS the survey showed that as
geographic reference the administrative data are widely accepted as quasistandard. The 40% other data (thematic geodata, reference data from
other sources) are mostly used in combination with the administrative data. Only 6% of the
interviewees do use “non-administrative” data alone.
Nonetheless some potential for innovation could be determined. To create additional value
within the existing infrastructure it is necessary to better integrate reference and thematic
geodata of this specific application area. The survey shows that currently nearly 50% of
the systems deployed are not used for that purpose, by employing the WebGIStechnology, for example, to produce every information sheet that is necessary for a given
situation.
3URMHFWLRQ

In a case of an emergency a lot of new data arise from the field. When mobile devices are
used, not only the communication times to bring complex information to local decision
makers is decreased, but it is also possible to give feedbacks (corrections or new entries)
from the field back to the headquarter. Every entry must be combined with a position
measurement automatically.
Interviewees, especially those working mainly in urban disasters, commented on the value
of 3D data. They are useful for both analysis, queries or simulations, and just visualisation.
As 3D scenes are usually more intuitive than other ways of visualisation, the time users
need to understand the visualised information can be reduced and misunderstandings
avoided. This is obvious, e.g. in cases, where non local staff must be quickly and securely
brought to their operation area.
____________
-

ATKIS (Amtliches Topographisch-Kartographisches Informationssystem) is the Authoritative TopographicCartographic Information System of Germany at medium scale
ALK (Automatisierte Liegenschafskarte) is the Automated Land Property Map at large scale
ALB (Automatisiertes Liegenschaftsbuch) is the Automated Land Property Register
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,QWURGXFWLRQ
MoMoSat is the prototype of a mobile, map-based information management service offering secure satellite and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) communication and supporting synchronous as well as asynchronous collaboration worldwide. This paper presents
the current state of the ESA-funded MoMoSat project and its application to information
management in early warning and disaster management. After finishing the test phase of
two demonstrator versions (a) for a de-mining task force in Namibia and (b) for the German Technical Support Service (THW), the MoMoSat service will be available in year
2004.

0RELOH*,6&ROODERUDWLRQ
A major component of MoMoSat is an interactive pinboard for ’Geonotes’: Location-related
data is managed as a Geonote, and rendered as an interactive pin on the digital map.
Geonotes can be inserted, modified or even deleted by mobile clients in the field. Digital
documents like texts, images or video clips can be attached to a Geonote. Geonotes, can
be shared with a defined user group or with all users of a spatially defined workspace. The
MoMoSat spatial collaboration support may be characterized by three very simple but
powerful concepts:
Map-based information management
Transparent attachment of actual data
Collaborative data repository in shared workspaces.

6\VWHP2YHUYLHZ
The MoMoSat service technically is based on an architecture of components for geographic information processing (GIS), groupware, security, and communication as illustrated in fig.1. From the user’s point of view, MoMoSat consists of components operated in
the field location and other components located in the headquarters, i.e. MoMoSat servers.
However, as – safe - communication between the field and the servers is provided via satellites and the Internet, MoMoSat servers could be located all over the world.





)LHOG/RFDWLRQ
The survey teams use mobile computers such as PDAs or notebooks to display map data
and to enter and retrieve Geonotes with information about the mission areas and individual
critical locations in the field (e.g. a damage of embankment). The mobile computers are
equipped with (differential) GPS sensors to acquire the current position. Digital cameras
can be used to take photographs that can be attached to Geonotes and uploaded to the
MoMoSat server using the mobile devices. WLAN is used for in-field data and voice communication. Communication with the base camp and the headquarter is provided via satellite connection. A car is equipped with a WLAN access point and a Linux server with routing software and proxy servers for maps and Geonotes. Those proxies are needed to
avoid redundant data transmission over expensive satellite links, and to avoid usability
problems due to satellite transmission latency.
+HDGTXDUWHU
In the example deployment, the headquarters’ office is the location of the MoMoSat servers. The MoMoSat map server offers maps of different scales. Up-to-date maps can be
imported from external data providers. Geonotes are stored on the Geonote server. A data
replication server is used for data synchronization between the survey
teams and the headquarter.

)LJ$QH[HPSODU\FRQILJXUDWLRQRIWKH0R0R6DWV\VWHP

(DUO\ZDUQLQJDQGGLVDVWHUPDQDJHPHQW
When applying the MoMoSat 'spatial collaboration support' to early warning and disaster
management, the following items will support the information management processes:





$FFHVVWR*,6GDWDZLWKDQQRWDWLRQVIURPH[SHUWV
Available maps can be imported into MoMoSat from authorized third parties. Especially
up-to-date satellite images or aerial photos are very important for disaster management
and early warning. In MoMoSat the experts for image pre-processing and interpretation
can add Geonotes with comments to the maps in order to advance the usefulness of the
maps for the action force in the field.
2QOLQH'DWD(QWU\

Geonotes including transparent attachments can be directly loaded from the field or from
anywhere in the Internet (i.e. the headquarter office) up to the MoMoSat server. Fig.2 illustrates a MoMoSat client’s interface for entering Geonotes. Individual access restrictions
may be optionally defined, e.g. for sharing the Geonote with some but not all members of
the workspace. Authenticity and integrity of Geonotes can be verified by optional digital
signatures.
7DVN0DQDJHPHQW
Geonotes can be used for location-based tasks. By advising such a 'Geotask' to an operator in the field, the operation controllers can coordinate the field teams on the map. If the
operator opens the GeoTask by clicking the icon, a form appears, showing the detailed
order and fields for entering task resulting information. When he finishes the task, he clicks
the ‘o.k.’ button in the form. Now the GeoTask icon disappears on the operator’s map display and appears with a ‘done’ icon on the operation controller’s screen. The GeoTask is
automatically archived on the server.
7HOHSKRQH&RQIHUHQFLQJ
The asynchronous collaboration of the task management scenario described before can
be supported by voice communication for synchronous collaboration between the operators in the field and the operation controllers. Internet-based telephony (Voice over IP,
VoIP) allows for local voice communication in the field via WLAN, and experts from the
remote home office or even from the public telephone network may be incorporated into
conferences via satellite. Communication security is provided by standard IP security extensions (IPsec).
*HQHUDWLRQRI5HSRUWV
MoMoSat supports report generation. For example, MoMoSat maps including Geonotes
can be exported in a standard image format for processing with standard office software.
In addition, statistical analysis of Geonotes is supported by pre-configured dialogs for statistical queries, e.g. for the statistics of types and quantities of damaged sites surveyed
within a specific time frame in a specific area. Defining automatic generation of reports will
reduce the effort for time-consuming preparation of various type of statistics.
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6XPPDU\
Enormous amounts of expertise regarding the role of man in its natural habitat still remains
to be cast in software, which so far is often hindered by high costs of proprietary systems.
As the growth rate and availability of Open Source/Free Software projects is continuously
increasing, its seems likely that this approach is going to contribute significantly to the
management and prevention of disasters in the near future.
Thereby software can be written by those people affected by natural disasters, formulating
their knowledge and expertise, keeping funds for development efforts within the affected
countries. This helps to foster independence from foreign development aid, helping to support self-sufficient and self-improving local industries.
7KHSURMHFW
The Open Source/Free Software concept with the GNU Public Licence (GPL) is a promising approach for the efficient processing and management of environmental data, especially for developing countries.
Because of its inherent nature of free and open information exchange [Grassmuck, 2002],
this approach is of special importance for regions which are exposed to natural disasters
while suffering from limited funds to deal with them. In such circumstances Open Source
solutions provide the framework to establish cost-effective regional disaster management
systems based on local experience and experts knowledge. These advantages are demonstrated by the presented prototype of a warning and information system for severe
weather (convective storm cells) for South Africa.
The radar-meteorological branch [METSYS, 2003] of the South African weather service
(SAWS) provides continuous three-dimensional scans of the troposphere covering large
portions of the country in five minute intervals. This real-time data source was used to analyze the spatial distribution of hydrometeors such as water droplets, hailstones, snow and
ice. The available data fields cover both the South African urban centers as well as large
rural areas. Convective storm cells can have highly localized effects like heavy downpour
of rain, hail, and the resulting phenomena such as flooding and property damages.
To derive thematic content regarding the position and maturity of convective cells from
radar data, several software applications from ongoing Open Source projects have been
combined. Whenever necessary, the programs were extended to make them suitable for
the aimed tasks:
The geographic information system GRASS GIS [Neteler and Mitasova, 2002] was
used to derive the significiant storm cell information from the data volumes as provided
by METSYS.
Derived image products, XML-fragments and storm-cell based observations were
stored in a PostgreSQL database system [Momjian, 2000) for convenient access from




outside the GIS environment.
The CLIPS (C-language integrated production system) inference engine [Giarratano
and Riley, 1994] was accessed through the GRASSCAPE/CAPE (CLIPS and PERL
with Extensions) software environments [Löwe, 2002], [Löwe, 2003] to infer thematic
features of the storm-cells.
This processing chain uses open standards such as XML to keep the flow of information
accessible at all times. The derived content of regional severe weather information has
been distributed through a data stream of interactive maps in the WWW (pushcomponent). From the recipients‘ point of view, this appears as a singular web-presence of
continuously updated interpreted weather maps. This web-server serves as a graphical
front-end for an underlying content management system providing additional information
regarding severe weather and related best practices. The second tier of the implemented
warning system is a pull-component, sending personalized email or text messages (short
message service: SMS) to subscribed users if storm cells should affect their areas of interest.
The automated processing of weather radar data, its interpretation and distribution is a
way to increase the widespread use of the existing weather radar data infrastructure. Also
it is intended to minimize the impact of severe weather for the public by providing regional
information in an understandable manner, adapted to the needs and interests of specific
target groups.
The described processing chain or its segments can be used worldwide in the same way
as the common meteorological data volumes (MDV) are used, a format used by many international agencies to store meteorological data [Dixon, 1997]. The rationale for following
an Open Source approach is to ensure that even after termination of a scientific project,
the developed software continues to be available to the public. Once the source code has
been published, in this case according to the GNU General Public Licence (GPL), it is
peer-reviewed by other scientists and programmers. This ensures that it serves its purpose even in situations unforeseeable by the original authors, while the code consistency
and portability is tested and also improved. Since anybody is invited to contribute to the
algorithms, the developed software can be maintained further on and spin-off projects may
be initiated.
The described project did originate from the imitation of already existing proprietary solutions for the handling of weather information. Instead it was dynamically initiated once the
critical mass of data availability, know-how, motivation and freely usable high quality software was put into one place.
The authors would like to thank the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) for
granting a short-term research stipend for field studies in this matter in 2001.
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According to the Law of 10. Sept. 1998, the DWD is obliged to issue, in good time, warnings of weather phenomena that can become a danger to public safety and order. This
task also comprises co-operation with the disaster control authorities and other appropriate
organisations.

In view of the experience gained from previous weather disasters, the DWD has expanded
its warning management to include a system broken down in three stages:
early warning (48 - 120 hours), forewarning (6 - 48 hours) and warnings resp. severe
warnings <12 hours in advance as a rule.
While the early warning at the DWD is issued more than 48 hours (up to 5 days) in advance and the forewarning between 48 hours and 6 hours prior to the severe weather depending on the type of weather expected, in disaster control early warning is generally
considered to be a warning in time for the task forces to get prepared for a meteorological
event. Consequently the author defines the early warning range (early warning management) as the time span about 6 - 120 hours prior to the event, as corresponds to the forewarning and early warning time span of the DWD. It makes little sense to talk of early
warnings in the nowcasting range (0 – 2 hours). It may, however, happen that a timely
warning of, for example, a thunderstorm, which is issued in the time span of 2 to 6 hours
before the event, is defined as an early warning. The definitions are illustrated in fig.1.
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)LJ 'HILQLWLRQRIHDUO\ZDUQLQJIRUHZDUQLQJDQGVHYHUHZHDWKHUZDUQLQJSHULRGV
The national warning plan begins with the risk assessment for the medium-range, the
model evaluation and the manual data analysis. Within the framework of the central warning plan, the regional weather and warning monitoring is agreed upon in intraorganisational conferences with the Regional Centres. The supervisor in Central Forecasting co-ordinates and supervises these warning activities. The warnings themselves are
compiled regionally at the affiliated Centres of the DWD.
Extreme events often announce themselves in medium-term by means of signals in the
numerical prognoses. The DWD uses a number of numerical products for compiling its




HDUO\ZDUQLQJV and IRUHZDUQLQJV. The numerical analyses and prognoses from the Global
Model (GME) and the Local Model (LM) of the DWD as well as external model results from
all available foreign models with the most significant field representations serve as socalled "poor man’s ensemble", i.e. as initial material for the risk assessment. The results of
ensemble forecasts from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) continue to be used increasingly. A newer development in the field of ensemble
forecasts is shown in the results of the COSMO-LEPS System (Limited Area Ensemble
Prediction System within the Consortium for Small-scale Modelling).
There are limits to the ability to forecast a weather event, depending on the weather element itself and on the size of the area to be warned. The larger the area and the more extensive the weather phenomenon to be expected, the easier it is to issue a warning with
sufficient accuracy. The early warning and forewarning times for the various severe
weather events and the areas to be warned are shown in fig.2 from the viewpoint of the
DWD.

Weather element
Storms gusting to
hurricane force

Continuous heavy
rain or snowfall

Widespread formation of black ice

Heavy convective
event

Area-TimeRange
Early Warning
Information
Forewarning
Information
Warning
Early Warning
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Forewarning
Information
Warning
Early Warning
Information
Forewarning
Information
Warning
Early Warning
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Forewarning
Information
Warning

600km
24h
> 72 h

> 60 h

300km
12h
> 48 h

150km
6h

25km
2h

48 –24 h

36 –12
h
12 – 6 h

9–3h

> 48 h
48 – 18 h

24- 10 h
10 – 4 h

> 60 h

> 48 h
48 – 18 h

24 – 8 h
8–3h

> 48 h

7–2h

5–1h

> 48 h
48 – 12 h

18 – 6 h
6–2h

3–0h
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All warning information is made available to the general public immediately, completely
and free of charge. The regional warning reports on the situation and the weekly forecasts
of dangerous weather can also be called up free of charge from the FAX service. Meanwhile the DWD can supply the general public, and in particular disaster control staff, districts, etc. with warnings via the SMS. A telephone warning service has been set up in the
Regional Centres and Central Forecasting, which means that information is available
faster during current warnings.





Taking past severe weather catastrophes, such as “Anna” and “Jeanette” in the spring and
autumn of 2002, the Elbe floods in August 2002, and severe weather caused by convection, as examples, the possibilities and limitations of the early warning of meteorological
events are being discussed and improvements in warning management presented.
The following open issues ca be concluded from both, the past severe weather event experiences and the recommendations of the German-French-Swiss workshop on “Storms
over Europe“, held in Bad-Neuenahr/Ahrweiler in March 2003:
Further development of the numerical models with emphasis on data assimilation and
ensemble forecasting
Further development of meteorological forecasting methods such as nowcasting procedures and the postprocessing of model results
Improvement of the warning management by extending the Internet appearance of the
DWD, internal quality control and implementation of systematic decision strategies for
warnings
Optimisation of the co-operation with the Federation (deNIS) and the Laender within
the framework of disaster reduction, while at the same time improving the lines of
communication
Realisation of the "single voice principle" for issuing homogeneous warnings, whereby
the National Meteorological Service has the overall control
Comprehensive and fast information for the general public by means of the media and
electronic devices, such as SMS, Internet, etc.
Instructing the general public on how to behave in thunderstorms
Strengthening international co-operation in the sense of a European warning philosophy (warning centre), which is already becoming apparent in the 4-stage warning system within the EMMA project
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A forecast of high water situation is one of the most essential hydrological tasks for a river
basin management and is mainly performed by means of traditional conceptual and deterministic models using forecasted precipitation. Due to ever increasing urbanization and
the consequential short hydrological response in the river basin, information about prevention or restoration measures in case of flood ought to be even faster and more flexibly accessible by the general public.
It was attempted to develop a Web application and Web service for water level observation, processing, presentation and short-term forecast as a part of a flood disaster management system within the framework of the EC funded project OSIRIS (Operational Solutions for the management of Inundation Risks in the Information Society). The study area
forms the river Odra. The water level forecast has been implemented by cost-effective and
rapid-responding artificial neural network (ANN) models at two different cities along the
river Odra. The water level presentations, as well as the forecast models are implemented
as Web application using the Java Servlet technology (http://www.ist-osiris.org/ffoder/op/).
The presentation of the collected and forecasted water level data is implemented in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG). The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) has been used
to deploy the water level forecast as a Web service.
The system (fig.1) contains functionalities for raw data collection from the server of the
“Wasser- und Schifffahrtsverwaltung des Bundes” (WSV, Federal Waterway Administration): http://www.wasserstaende.de and the environmental information system of the
“Brandenburg State Environment Agency” (LUA): http://www.luis-bb.de, for extraction of
relevant data for the river Odra into a local database, processing the user’s requests and
presenting results in a tabular and graphical view (Web application) as well as numerical
value (Web service).

)LJ6\VWHP$UFKLWHFWXUH





The water level forecast is made for 1 to 24 hours of time span for the cities Frankfurt
(Oder) and Schwedt. The ANN is operating since August 2001 and has been trained for
high water situations up to the alarming level 2. The response time of the water level forecast is less than a second.
The system can be accessed as real-time dynamic and interactive Web application (fig.2)
by any person via a Web browser as front-end as well as selected methods have been
exposed as Web services by adding SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) interfaces to
these methods. Web services are accessible as remote procedure calls (RPC) from any
other software, subsystem or server independent from platform, operating system, object
model, or programming language. The Web services are hosted on BTUC’s RPC router
and all necessary access information are published on BTUC’s Web services management platform (http://dcms.bauinf.tu-cottbus.de/wsm/) as well as WSDL (Web Services
Description Language) files. This allows other software developers to easily integrate
BTUC’s Web services into their own software solutions and provides the technological basis for an effective cooperation between different authorities in flood forecasting.
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For citizen information the
system is supplemented with
services on cell phones.
Everybody may register via the Web browser for being informed by SMS as soon as some




relevant water level exceeds a given threshold. This additional service implemented for
Frankfurt (Oder) demands for a fast forecast on the water level to be expected within upcoming hours. Commonly this task of water level forecast is accomplished by numerical
models. Because of computing time they generally have many restrictions when applied
under real-time conditions. The ANN within the system delivers the actual forecast within a
second of reaction time.
There is a need for public accessible Web based system to help citizens, as well as decision makers to plan emergency and restoration measures during high water situations.
The system enable citizens with an Internet access or a cell phone to monitor the flooding
events likely to occur in their area of interest and take the means of prevention measures
suggested by the relevant authorities. The forecast based only on hydrological conditions
upstream has produced a satisfactory accuracy. However, the data from further upstream
is needed to enable forecast for a longer time span.
It is expected that an increased use of Web services will be seen in the near future. Web
services will be a valuable solution to use a variety of system environments and languages. SOAP will be used as glue in connecting a Web service with the application calling it. SOAP can solve most inter-operability problems. It provides a way of working at the
same layer with different technologies and alleviates maintenance and communication.
Moreover, it enables to potentially reach everybody with a device that can receive Web
services, such as a Web browser or a cell phone.
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Due to the ever increasing demand for spatial information near real time for predictive
analyses of crisis and disaster situations, the DLR has reacted with the set-up a civil satellite situation centre, located at Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. The scope of this centre is to
merge and co-ordinate pertinent scientific and technical capacities within DLR to allow
faster and more efficient decision making in the future. A special focus is put on internal
and external communication links to optimise exchange of complex information.
Since summer 2002, DLR has been a partner in the „International Charter on Space and
Major Disasters“ and has committed itself to act as project co-ordinator on behalf of the
European Space Agency (ESA). During the development of the flooding situation at the
Elbe river during August 2002 the German Ministry of the Interior activated the Charter and
DLR took over the responsibility for evaluation and dissemination of satellite imagery and
related reports
From the extremely high number of requests for images, maps, data and statistical products reaching DLR from communities, local and federal authorities it was concluded that a
continued improvement of information provision is important to optimally support relief activities. The chance to broadcast large area overviews shortly after the incident shows the
potential, yet the experienced response times of up to several days between request and
delivery of the
various satellite
information
products during
the
Elbe
flooding
the
limits of the
current in orbit
capacity.
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The major global changes during the last century are responsible for the dramatic increase
of hazards. In the first place this is caused by population growth, poverty, urbanisation and
climate changes. Often, the poverty and the population growth have forced people to live
in regions with a high risk potential. Anthropogenic global environmental changes lead to
further increase of disaster susceptibility with devastating effects for the population in developing countries. Starting from the facts above, study cases are made, aimed at warning
and disaster mitigation, of which the present is devoted to volcanic eruption.
Indonesia, consisting of more than 13.000 islands, leads the world in many volcano records. It has the largest number of historically active volcanoes (76), has a total of 1.717
dated eruptions and has suffered the highest number of fatalities, damage to arable land,
mudflows, tsunamis, domes, and pyroclastic flows. One of the most dangerous volcanoes
is Merapi Volcano in Central Java, 30 km north of Yogyakarta, the province‘s capital. The
volcano is characterised by periodic, dangerous, big eruptions in the range of 3 to 7 years.
Specific volcanic mechanisms of the Merapi Volcano cause the formation of a lava dome.
One of the specific dangers that could threat the people and nature in the study area, are
pyroclastic flows that could reach a distance of 6 to 7 km from the summit with a velocity of
up to 110 km per hour. More than 1.5 millions people are working and living in the near
surroundings of this volcano, where the danger is particularly large for people living along
the rivers draining the lower lands.
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With a data input from Remote Sensing such as satellite images from LANDSAT TM
of 28 APRIL and 01 JULY 2001 as well as other data such as several thematic maps in a
GIS, a landuse classification could be made and the potential damage identified within the
threatened area. All information contained in both images (TM APRIL and JULY) is being
combined so that a total of 12 channels is available.. Using the combination from TM
APRIL bands 4 in red, TM JULY bands 4 in green and another TM JULY bands 5 in blue,
the classification could be performed, with total 242 subclasses defining PDLQFODVVHV.
They are as follows: water, settlements, agriculture fields, plantation, wild vegetation, forest, rice rainfed agriculture, open soil (dried rock/bare soil), rice irrigated agriculture, open
soil (dried grass/airport), road (runway of airport/paths) (see fig.1).
In order to estimate the potential hazard of a Merapi eruption, a numerical simulation
model for the distribution of pyroclastic flow deposits according to [Itoh, 2000] was used.
Two case studies, named 1 %HEHQJ5LYHU and 2 %R\RQJ5LYHU , were calculated based
on several parameters. The results are overlaid with the landuse classification using an
ArcView software. Both scenarios are visualised in such a way that the types of landuse
affected by pyroclastic flow could be approximated (fig.2). Both scenarios can also be
treated separately and financial estimates of losses made (fig.3 and 4).
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For case study 1 %HEHQJ5LYHU , the total calculated area covers 492.98 ha, which is 51.3
% of the hazard area. The loss is estimated to US $ 5,282,935.00 for short-term effects
and US $ 5,910,845.00 for long-term. Case study 2 %R\RQJ5LYHU , 76.98 % of the total




hazard area or 526.13 ha) will suffer from a loss of US $ 9,255,972.00 for short-term effects and US $ 9,728,305.00 for long-term.
The hazard damage calculations are made to give the local authorities, government, and
the people around an impression of the enormous impact of an eruption. It is hoped, that If
the government recognises the subsequent impacts on social life, it invests more in warning and preventive actions. A clear determination of policy in both financing issues as well
as active participation of the local people is necessary to protect the welfare and the development of the economically important Merapi area..
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Recent approaches [3] (Fig. 1,2) have shown, that methods, which are used for vulnerability assessment of single buildings, can be adapted in a simplified way to building classes.
The way in which this procedure can be transferred to retrofit measures, will be shown in
this contribution.

Fig. 1: Slight damages of framed building with over
4 storeys in 1977 and over 10 storeys in 1986,
resp. 7-8 storeys in Thessaloniki 1978.
Abb. 2: 3-9/11 storey buildings collapse in 1977

One aspect of the problematic presented in this contribution is, that the development of a
costs estimation or even calculation methodology needs an extensive analysis of the single building. However, data of this type are needed in most cases for decision making at
communal level.
Another aspect is the extremely important, but hard to quantify correlation between benefits and costs, in case of an economic efficiency examination of seismic retrofit measures
for reduction of seismic risk. As shown in the results of a work advised by the author of this
paper [4], the costs for two innovative strengthening measures can be almost the same,
despite the assumed differences (Fig. 3, Table 1).
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Fig. 3: Building model for numerical computations; Strengthening measures layout.
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Fig. 4: Mostly damaged elements in
the 1986 earthquake in case of
unretrofitted building.

Abb. 5: Mostly damaged elements
in the 1986 earthquake in case of
building retrofitted with metal jacketing.

Abb. 6: Mostly damaged elements
in the 1986 earthquake in case of
building retrofitted with side walls.

As the costs have been assessed using procedures of construction management, such a
comparison is insufficient. The “benefit” shall be compared also by means of the amount of
improvement of the seismic performance of the building. In table 2, as well as in figures 4
till 6 the effect of different retrofit measures on a model is shown.
But the technical side of a retrofit measure is only one of many, like reparing costs versus
replacement costs, existing strengthening techniques, relocation needs for the inhabitants,
duration of the measures, aesthetic of functional restrictions, historical significance of the
construction materials in the structure, the relationship between the strengthening degree
and the later consequences of earthquakes. In this paper it will be gone into details regarding the side of duration as well as the application way of the measure (dry or wet, inside or
outside), as far as already evaluated. It will be referred to the correlation aspect between
the strengthening amount and the later earthquake impact, as this one has been also researched (see Table 2 and figure 4 till 6). The result is a complex correlation between the
indicators for seismic vulnerability and the indicators for the costs of reduction of seismic
risk. The last aspect comes for the construction economics. For a building the costs use to
be assessed in form of surfaces and respective comparison objects. One of the results of




hitherto research of the author is [1], that for the assessment of retrofit costs the surfaces
in vertical section, exactly said the façade surfaces, are decisive. Exactly the data about
the surfaces of façade (elements) are used for the vulnerability estimation in the above
mentioned method. Thus the possibilities and limitations of the usage of common indicator
systems for the vulnerability and for the costs estimation of retrofit measures are researched. These common indicators can be integrated in an easy way into a holistic approach of a decision making information management system.
Finally it will be gone into the details of social consequences. It is not a matter of the (almost) catastrophic consequences of the impact of the natural event on constructions, but a
matter of the consequences of the risk reduction measure itself. The measure shall serve
the minimisation of the earthquake effects, but these are quantified “technically” quantified
as building performance (more exact: relative displacement). As shown in already published research results of the author [2], the building façade forms the basis and orientation for all planning levels and participating actors (strategical planning). The elements
needed for decision making can and must be structured during the building survey. And
the decisive elements are for both the retrofit and the costs assessment those of the façade.
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Since over 50 years the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research informs
the public about the snow and avalanche situation in Switzerland. This public service has
evolved over the past decades from a simple avalanche information issued one or twotimes a week to a comprehensive information service including two avalanche bulletins
which are issued daily. This development has been caused by the importance of the Alps
as a tourism and industrial environment and by the increasing mobility demands of the society.
The basis for avalanche warning are weather forecast and meteorological models partly
provided by MeteoSwiss, a network of automatic stations for the measurement of meteorological and snow parameters, data measured by a dense network of human observers and
snow profiles which are transmitted to SLF at least twice a month. The national bulletin as
a forecast for the following day is issued on each day at 5 pm. It is text based and consists
of the four modules “General”, “Short-term development”, “Forecast of the avalanche danger for the next day”, and “3-Days Tendency” and is published in German, French, and
Italian. The avalanche danger is indicated in five levels from level one “Low” to level five
“Very High” according to the European avalanche danger scale.
In the following morning the forecast is updated using latest data of automatic stations, the
data transmitted by SLF-observers early in the morning and the newest weather forecast.
The regionalized bulletins which are published at 8 am for seven regions of the Swiss Alps
consist of a short text flash at the beginning, a graphic illustrating the danger level on a
map, the short-term development of weather and the data of measurement stations. In
addition different maps are supplied showing the amount of new snow, the 3-day sum of
new snow, the total depth of snow, and the snowpack stability in the Swiss Alps. All the
avalanche warning products are broadcasted via radio, TV, print media, telephone, fax,
internet and partly WAP. In winter 2002/02 a new information tool was introduced which
provides an overview on weather, snow and avalanches of the week before. This tool allows especially winter tourists to complete the information, but is also used by safety services.
When the meteorological models of MeteoSwiss indicate that an intensive snowfall period
with an amount of new snow of 100 cm or more within three subsequent days is imminent,
an early warning “Heavy snowfall” is published 72 hours in advance. If also the avalanche
danger will likely increase to the highest level five within this period then an early warning
“Snow and avalanche danger” is published 72 hours in advance and broadcasted by the
avalanche information system InfoBox. This message is accompanied by a SMS or a
pager alarm and asks safety services to consult the information system InfoBox. Receiving
this early warning enables safety services to prepare themselves for an upcoming critical
avalanche situation.





The avalanche warning products of SLF address two target groups. Firstly, safety services
who are responsible for safety in villages, on traffic lines, and in facilities of the tourism and
secondly, winter tourists who move in non-secured terrain. For the latter group the warnings at the danger level one to three are mainly interesting. In order to be able to put the
content of the warning into practice every person must be able to interpret the information.
Whereas members of safety services have to attend special training courses, winter tourists have to get the necessary education and training by their own initiative. In the group of
people who move in non-secured terrain large differences in the education level can be
noticed. Whereas mountain guides and well-educated ski tourists adapt their behaviour
according to avalanche danger, less experienced people often disregard the warnings and
bring themselves into danger which often causes accidents partly with fatal consequences.
However, in spite of the increasing number of ski mountaineers and freeriders, the number
of fatalities in non-secured terrain has remained constant, or has slightly decreased, respectively. Compared to the winters before 1970 the number of fatalities in the group of
winter tourists has increased whereas the number of fatalities in buildings and on traffic
lines has decreased significantly (Figure 1).
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Figure 1:

Development of the number of fatalities in buildings, on traffic lines, and in non-secured
terrain between the winter of 1936/37 to winter of 2001/02. Source of data: SLF.

The constant or slightly decreasing number of fatalities in non-secured terrain may be a
consequence of different factors. One reason might be better rescue devices like the avalanche beacon, improved rescue techniques, but it is also the result of an improved avalanche warning and its communication and broadcasting especially via internet (Figure 2).
The graph illustrates that the number of queries for avalanche warning products significantly increased during the last years. The data imply that more people are aware of avalanche danger.
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Figure 2: Number of queries for avalanche warning products between winter 1996/97 to
2002/03. Source of data: SLF.

In critical avalanche situations when villages and traffic lines are endangered, safety services are responsible for security measures to be taken and to be fulfilled. Their decisions
are based on the avalanche warning products of SLF, on measured and modelled data of
automatic stations and on their knowledge of the local conditions and their assessment of
the local avalanche danger. The decisions of safety services are often not popular especially during the tourist season. A closed road to a ski resort may cause costs for tourists
and the hotel business of a valley. Therefore, a head of a safety service may be exposed
to considerable pressure. When a road is frequently closed it may contribute to a less
popularity of the ski resort. However, in most of the cases these measures are accepted
and can easily be carried out. In ski resorts it is much more difficult to carry through safety
measures, like e.g. closure of a ski-run during avalanche danger level three. These closures can be disregarded by individuals more easily.
Summarizing we can assume that the increasing efforts for improving the avalanche warning in Switzerland has been successful during the last years. It turned out that warnings in
a crisis situation are better accepted when the warning process is established also in times
where the danger is low. Further improvements can be achieved when avalanche-warning
products are better specified to their target groups. But better products alone will not be
successful. Another critical factor is the education and the willingness of the target groups
to take the warnings into account. This implies, especially for winter tourists, an improved
communication of the avalanche risk. A high level of security against avalanches remains
a crucial factor for the economy of Switzerland.
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The flood disaster of the year 2002 in Germany caused a lot of financial damage which
was insured in only 20 percent. Therefore, industry, infrastructure and communities have
to consider the following questions carefully:
•
•

How endangered is a location or facility by external events, e.g. high water or earthquakes?
How can one protect his location or facility with a minimum of financial expense?

We know from the statistics of disasters, that the risk of floods and storms has increased –
as well as the vulnerability of most locations. This means that the possible damage at the
occurrence of an extreme incident has also increased. To analyse the risk and the vulnerability of a location, the difference between risk and vulnerability has to be clear. We define
the difference between risk and vulnerability in the frequency of occurrence and the possible damage.
The usual definition for risk reads as follows:
5LVN = frequency * damage, whereas
vulnerability can be defined as follows:

9XOQHUDELOLW\ = possible damage at the
occurrence of an extreme incident

Because of the fact that every extreme incident is inacceptable, vulnerability is always in
the “red” sector of the risk diagram.
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The risk of a technical system can be reduced by changing the parameters “frequency”
and “extent of the damage”.
Since it is impossible to influence the number of disasters one can only try to reduce the
extent of the damage using suitable measures. Therefore, a differentiation in the procedure can be made by undertaking a risk analysis or a vulnerability analysis.
5LVN$QDO\VLV
frequency of occurrence is known

9XOQHUDELOLW\$QDO\VLV
Probability for the disaster is not determined
Extent of the damage is known or easy
Extent of the damage is only partially
to find out
assessable
7DUJHW
Reducing the frequency of occurrence
Reducing the extent of the damage
Reducing the extent of the damage
6SHFLILFFRQGLWLRQV




View of a self-contained system with defined borders of the system

Borders of the system are not defined

In contrast to risk analysis the exact frequency of occurrence at a vulnerability analysis is
not known. Therefore, at the moment, only an estimation of the frequency of occurrence in
the future can be made.
In our example we look at an industrial plant (object) in a possible flood plain which has
different safety devices for high water. We simulate different high waters by suitable distributions and get the results of the possible financial damages in dependence on the technical measures as well as on short-, medium- and long-term predictions.
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This means that the indicator for early warning is based on short- and long-term predictions.
In our approach, we use the method of decision tree and sensitivity analysis to simulate
the behaviour of a protected industrial location in the case of a flood.
'HFLVLRQWUHH
With the decision tree we judge the advantages of the measure to secure the location / the
quality of the indicator and the frequency of occurrence.
6HQVLWLYLW\DQDO\VLV
The output (e.g. the water depth, amount of damage) of the model depends on input data
(e.g. the influx of water, the type of technical measure to protect the location).
Even if the input data are uncertain, it is worth knowing how the output data change when
the different input data change. This behaviour can be analysed with the so-called sensitivity analyses. In our model we can simulate the effect on a location by changing the different parameters.
0RGHORIVLPXODWLRQ
Input parameter for high tide (flood):
• Distribution function of the water level
Technical safety device:
• Measures with low to high effectiveness
• Expenses of the measure is proportional to the effectiveness
• Probability of failure at defined water level
Object
• subdivision of the damages in damages of real estate and of inventory
The result of the sensitivity analysis shows the amount of the probable costs as a function
of the technical measure.
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In this model we got the following results:
• the costs of the measures
to protect the location increase with the compexity
of the measures
• the damages decrease
with increasing protection;
but they increase again,
depending on the degree
of damage to the safety

device
the minimum of the costs occurs at a certain technical measure (number 7 in the example above)
the total costs increase beyond the minimum again, because the costs of the technical
protection increase significantly.

•
•

The following figure shows the results for the simulation with the same location but with a
higher probability of occurrence of flood.
Here we find that
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One should note that better
measures to protect the location could be attractive for companies which plan to build new facilities in the concerned
region.
To sum up it can be said that a location can be rated rather well with a sensitivity analysis,
as it is a very effective tool which brings helpful results.
Besides, it can be seen that early warning indicators are indispensable to the prediction of
a disaster. The warning time can be adjusted to the system.
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The calculation presented here demonstrate the power of sensitivity analysis for
vulnerability studies.
We can
• determine the possible damage, depending on the type of protecting measure for the
location
• give appropriate indicators for the settlement of companies
• are able to select the most suitable safety measures
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Developing countries and their population are suffering more losses and damages caused
by natural phenomena than developed countries. Their infrastructure is less resistant and
their incomes and economies depend to a far higher extend on agriculture, which is highly
vulnerable to most natural hazards. Moreover, there hardly exist social security systems
that could offset the suffered losses and damages. Especially in poor and rural areas the
population is often surprised by floods, storms and sometimes droughts, although the
macro weather situation has been published in the internet for hours, days or even longer
periods. The information does not reach the people at risk and these regions generally
don´t have a sufficiently prepared and equipped emergency response structure. Consequently, people have to rely, in emergency situations, upon their own limited resources
and inherent self-help capabilities. This particular vulnerability of developing countries and
its population towards natural hazards underlines their urgent need for the implementation
of well functioning Early Warning Systems or the improvement of existing but up to now
ineffective mechanisms.
In order to serve its purpose and to reduce human as well as material losses, an Early
Warning System has to meet a number of conditions, each of which is essential for the
success of the system: appropriate technology and know-how, clear responsibilities and
effective decision taking mechanisms, a functioning communication system and well prepared evacuation and response structures. Nevertheless, these conditions are often missing in developing countries due to financial, technical and organizational deficiencies.
Therefore, the question is, if effective Early Warning is possible at all in these countries.
,QLWLDWLYHVDQGOHVVRQVOHDUQW
A broad range of initiatives is looking at the implementation of improved Early Warning
Systems under these premises. They are focussing on
Intensifying and enhancing regional and international research and forecast in order to
facilitate concrete Early Warning;
Establishing and strengthening national Early Warning Systems by regional collaboration and international advice, training and the provision of equipment; or on
Implementing local Early Warning Systems, adapted to the local necessities and capabilities and supported by national and international actors (training, advice and
equipment).
Analysing these initiatives as well as their advances and results in the Latin American context1, some concrete experiences and conclusions can be presented:

1

The presented experiences and conclusions are based on the results of the 2003 “Early Warning Conference of the
American Hemisphere” held in Guatemala, and on the lessons learnt of several disaster risk management projects carried out by GTZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit) in Latin America.





Adequate action radius
Different hazards require a different action radius for Early Warning. Meanwhile Early
Warning or Monitoring Systems for local hazards such as landslides or wild fires are based
on local information and address the population in a very specific area, earthquakes and
hurricanes are phenomena of a far broader range, which require forecast, warning and
response at the national or even international level.
Nevertheless, the definition of the adequate action radius of Early Warning Systems
should not lead to isolated action. Also local fire monitoring systems rely on more general
weather forecasts and fire warnings, as well as national systems, especially in developing
countries, depend on local information and well prepared local response structures.
National Early Warning Systems
International research and forecast represent a valuable and efficient information base for
national Early Warning Systems. Nevertheless, they must be complemented by specific
national data in order to allow concrete alerts for specific regions.
Regional exchange and cooperation between countries of similar disaster risk and sociopolitical profile help to establish Early Warning Systems that respond to the specific necessities and capabilities.
Important advances can be observed in Early Warning Systems on the national level.
Nevertheless, above all the rural population is often not reached by nationally broadcasted
alerts and, even if reached, often does not know how to protect itself. This is especially
true if the alerts are little specific and do not give concrete advice for the vulnerable people. Consequently, it is not sufficient to predict and broadcast alerts: The warning has to be
understood by the people at risk and lead to concrete emergency action.
Local Early Warning Systems
Local Early Warning Systems are possible also in poor regions. They allow communities to
act on their own. Moreover, local Early Warning can be a valuable element of national information and warning networks.
Of especially high interest are low-tech systems, which are less cost-intensive and can be
handled by the local population. The sustainability of these participatory systems depends
mostly on the importance given to it by the population (including external benefits like improved communication). Furthermore, they require an intensive awareness and training
process.
The benefit of technology in Early Warning Systems
The level and kind of technology used in Early Warning Systems depend on the hazard,
but should also be adapted to the socio-cultural and political-institutional context. A technical basis for forecast and the dissemination of warnings is indispensable, even at the local
level. But high-tech is only useful if it can be handled and serviced effectively, so that the
system does not fail due to missing capabilities and financial resources. Low-tech systems
may sometimes provide less accurate information, but can be more easily handled by poor
communities.
Early Warning as an element of disaster risk management
An Early Warning System can only live up to the expectation of sustainability if it is part of
a comprehensive disaster risk management. A robust risk management organization and
strategy is necessary in order to
maintain, improve and adapt the system to changing circumstances,
achieve a stable emergency preparedness and a long-term financing, and to





further reduce the disaster risk and prevent the creation of new risk factors, which
could lower the effectiveness of the system.
Early Warning and emergency preparedness can only be the first steps to avoid major impacts in emergency situations, they are not a universal remedy for the reduction of natural
disasters.
&RQFOXVLRQV
Several experiences show that effective Early Warning is possible in Latin America. To
poromote functioning Early Warning on a broader basis in in developing countries, the following aspects should be considered:
The developing countries need further international assistance, especially concerning
forecast, technology, advice and training.
Structural deficiencies such as poverty, centralism and high staff fluctuation can only
be influenced in the long-term development process. Early Warning Systems have to
take into account and be adapted to these circumstances in order to achieve sustainability and cost-benefit-efficiency
Early Warning can not replace comprehensive disaster risk management; it is only
one, however important, part of it.
Finally, this analysis also raises the question if the developed countries can learn from the
Latin American experiences. This concerns especially two aspects:
Can participatory Early Warning Systems also be a model for developed countries?
Can protection against damages be made more effective and cost-efficient replacing
high-tech Early Warning Systems by more preventive measures (e.g. land use planning) and improved risk awareness?





-
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Summary
1. Mathematical Hydrological Models for Flood Forecast
Type 1: Forecast by transformation of flood stages from upstream to the reaches. It is applied to streams with travel times of several days during flood. The runoff in the channel is
the dominating hydrological component.
Proven methods for flood forecast at navigable inland water ways, viz River Rhine and
Elbe River. It is based on a network of gauges, which have been observed by experienced
staff for long periods.
Type 2: Forecast by generating the runoff with rainfall data and a catchment model, if the
travel time is short and the surface runoff during the land phase is significant in comparison to channel runoff. The objective of this type is to extend the lead time >2 days and/or
to optimize the regulation of flood retention reservoirs or polders exhibiting limited storage
capacity. The forecast is performed by local authorities by river authorities responsible for
the reservoir regulation. The type 2 is described in the following text.
2. Requirements on the Network and its Stations and Data for Model input
The complete flood event must be recorded by a representative network. Network and
model are considered to form a unity for the planning and operation of flood protection
measures. It requires qualified personnel. The hydrological phenomena (e.g. the high rainfall intensity during extreme storms and stages of extreme floods) must be recorded safely
within its expected range by the measuring devices, transmitted to a central server and
stored automatically as input data for the catchment model. A protection of instruments
against lightning, flooding, theft and vandalism must be given.
Qualified observers, who are always available, and stations, especially gauges, which
must be always accessible, guarantee reliable records. A rating curve, which covers the
complete range of stages, is a prerequisite for transformation of stages to stream flow.
A catchment model is driven by observed rainfall data or rainfall predicted by weather forecast. Observation of stream flow is used for online calibration of the catchment model
(control data). The data of input and control must be retrieved from a server in time steps
which are equivalent to the time step of simulation. In practice an automated network of
rainfall stations and gauges and a transmission of its records to a central server will serve
this purpose. In case a station fails, the missing records must be automatically replaced by
synthetic data, which are generated by using the actual information from neighboring stations. Proposals for the operation of retention reservoirs must be prepared by the model
too.
3. Applied Model for Flood Forecast
The model PRAEDICT is used for flood forecast in medium size and small rivers. It is
based on the catchment model NAXOS and uses aggregated sub basin with regionalized




parameters in order to avoid scale effects (Maniak, 2001, Lang,2002). Scale effects may
occur, if the network, where records are used for calibration of the model, deviate significantly from the network planned for forecast.
The forecast model employs default values of the time dependent parameters. They are
adjusted easily in an interactive way during the on line forecast. The observed values of
rainfall and runoff are retrieved automatically from a central server. Data of weather forecast serve as input for online forecast. The forecast of rainfall can be selected by a menu,
e.g. the national weather forecast or a manual input. Missing values of rainfall, which may
be traced back to a failure of a station, are replaced by values generated by a matrix,
which reflects the statistical weight of neighboring stations. The weights are found by neural network operation. The operation of flood retention reservoirs or polders is performed
by rule curves, if the storage volume is forecasted to be sufficient. If spilling is to be expected from the forecast, a release, which avoids spilling, is automatically proposed.
4. Experience with the Forecast Model
The model is used for the early warning system of the middle and lower reach of the Rio
Piura in Northern Peru (Fig.1). The flood prone area with 650 000 people suffers from El
Nino events, which cause flood peaks up to 3650 m3/s in an catchment of 7740 km2 and a
damage of 177 Mio $ in the Department Piura during the El Nino 1998 (Fig.2). The flood
period 2002/2003 served as phase for testing and the accuracy of forecast was 95%. The
lead time is 72 hours. The network embraces 24 automated rainfall stations and 4 stream
flow gauges. The investment for the network amounts to 460 000 US $, the maintenance
to 110 000 US $/year.
The forecast model is also used in several catchments in the low mountain range in Germany. The objectives in these catchments with areas from 4000 to 8000 km2 are the
online forecast up to 72 hours and the optimal operation of several flood retention reservoirs.
Experience has shown that the staff must be trained several times a year to use the forecast system under realistic conditions. In this way, the management of forecast becomes
routine for the operating staff and the change of personnel can be compensated, too. From
time to time it is necessary to give the staff training in hydrological modeling. At present,
the forecast model for rainfall shows a rapid development and it helps to improve the quality of weather forecast.

Literature:
Maniak, U.(2001): Wasserwirtschaft, Springer Berlin
Lang,L. Tönsmann F, Hrsg.(2002): Vorbeugender Hochwasserschutz der hessischen
Lahn, Herkules Verl. Kassel, Bd.17, ISBN-Nr.930150-34-4
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Fig.1: Early warning system Rio Piura: Automated stations and transmission system

Fig.2: Flood effected area in the Rio Piura catchment during flood 1998
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1997/98 caused losses of life and damages of the social and economical infrastructure.
Since 1998 the project “Rebuilding and Disaster Prevention –(O1L R´ZKLFKFRPHVXQGHU
the technical collaboration between Germany and Peru, is carried out with a budget of 6.8
Mio ¼DVUHDFWLRQWRWKHIORRGGDPDJHLQWKH5LR Piura in Northern Peru. The type of project is assigned to rural regional development focussing on disaster prevention.
Measures of prevention and mitigation of flood risk are to the fore with respect to developmental policy. In order to reduce the risk of flood damage an early warning system is
implemented under the project “awareness of disaster”. An early warning system is only
efficient in a long lasting-manner, if it is embedded in a complex management for disaster
prevention.
A time of early warning of 72 hours shall be achieved for the middle and lower reach of the
Rio Piura by the early warning system which consists of 24 rainfall stations, 4 gauges and
a forecast centre. The regional system of civil defence takes protection measures in collaboration with the people.
)ORRGGDPDJHVRIH[WUHPH(O1L RHYHQWVZKLFKH[KLELWXSWRWLPHVKLJKHUSUHFLSLWation than in average, affect the population in Piura city, other riparian as well as the infrastructure and last not least the agriculture by flooding and soil erosion. Due to the steep
slopes storms generate runoff peaks in a short time. The civil defence can prepare scenarios of emergency and procure adequate measures by the newly installed network of automated stations.
The implantation of the early warning system was performed in 4 steps: (1) development
and implementation of a forecast model, (2) negotiation and concerted action, (3)
implementation and (4) operation and management.
The total investments amounts to US$ 460.000 and the cost of maintenance and operation
are estimated to US$ 110.000.
The following factors of success are considered:
- political and institutional openness,
- participation of institutions and engaged people in planning and implementation of
the early warning system,
- sharing responsibility,
- high motivation of the multi disciplinary team for the project and further education,
- elimination of “human errors” by automated measuring and processing of data,
- local part-financing as prerequisite for external co-financing.
After a test period the pilot scheme should be applied to other hazardous areas. During the
phase period 2002/2003 the system was successful showing an accuracy of forecast of




95%. The early warning of 650.000 people along the middle and lower reach of Rio Piura
is guaranteed. The early warning system serves additionally as platform for introduction of
themes of disaster prevention management into regional planning and decision processes
as well.
The relatively low control of the project during its starting phase as well as the lack of the
idea of prevention could be identified as parts of the project to be improved. At the beginning qualified operational staff was sparse and training in the hydrological fundamentals
and the application of the computer program was not possible. The frequent change of
staff members slowed down the progress of the project. The centralist way of thinking obstructs measures of local precaution and the preparedness against natural disaster. The
locations of stations, which are suitable for technical reasons, are partly remote and endangered by theft of instruments. The early warning system is not fully accepted from
some categories of people.
The perspectives of the early warning system are obviously positive. The local early warning system strengthens self responsibility and self confidence of local institutions and people. It reduces the dependency from centralist national institutions and permits quick and
efficient reaction. A extension of the network for complete forecast of regional climatic
change (phenomena of ENSO) is discussed. In order to improve the sustainability aspects
of disaster prevention management are considered with respect to the measures of development and priority for decision of local and regional investment. The modelling of watersheds is planned in order to estimate sediment transport, to identify zones of flood protection, flooded areas and potential flood damages.
The implementation of a system of polders for an efficient flood protection of the Piura valley is a further perspective, which results from the early warning system.





,QIHFWLRXVGLVHDVHV(DUO\ZDUQLQJDQGUHVSRQVH
Reinhard Burger, Robert Koch Institute, Berlin

Emerging infectious agents like SARS or alternatively, re-emerging agents, i.e. previously
known, but gaining new importance (like smallpox, monkeypox or avian influenca), represented a challenge for infectious disease specialists in the recent months. In addition,
they found intensive coverage in the media. The experience with the SARS epidemic and
the lessons learned should lead to improvements in the general precautions and infection
control. These experiences should be helpful for the prevention of other new infectious
agents in the future. The goal of early precautionary measures is to prevent the spread of
the infectious agent as it occurred with SARS in other countries, where chains of transmission were observed.
The discovery of the new corona virus as the primary cause for SARS and the subsequent
measures are an excellent example for the successful control of an infectious disease.
After this new disease was recognized in February 2003 for the first time, within weeks a
previously unknown corona virus was identified as responsible agent for this previously
unknown infectious disease. Within weeks, a laboratory diagnostic test was established,
based on the polymerase chain reaction. Only weeks later the genome of the SARScorona virus was fully sequenced. A prerequisite for this extremely rapid progress was the
close collaboration of the leading groups in this field. The scientist formed a literally worldwide alliance to identify the new infectious agent. Free exchange of information concerning
the laboratory techniques, of the initial data and of the first reagents and sequences, of
patient samples etc. provided the platform for an unexpectedly rapid progress. Scientists
from Germany (Bernhard Nocht Institute and virologists from the University of Frankfurt)
deserve particularly credit for their outstanding contributions in the identification of the
SARS corona virus and the establishment of detection systems based on nucleic acid amplification tests. In the Robert Koch Institute, additional serological assays were established. Such tests are important for epidemiological analysis, e.g. the screening of contact
persons, in order to follow the spread of the virus in the population.tests
Due to early and well coordinized preventive measures, there was no transmission of
SARS in Germany from the imported cases. Early warning requires effective communication between the RKI and the health authorities of the individual states. In addition, an
early feedback to the responsible agencies of the EU (Early Warning System), the Ministry
of Health and Social Affairs and the World Health Organization is required. Rapid and appropriate information is of great importance. The specialists in the field and the health care
community must be informed as early as possible about the dimension of the threat but
also the general public. Transparency and realistic evaluation and recommendations prevent unappropriate and non-justified reactions. Information must be updated continuously,
if required in short term intervals, depending on the development of the knowledge about
the virus. The demand for information focuses particularly on the geographical distribution
of the disease, the route of transmission, the case definition, the recommendations for hygiene and the prevention of nosokomial infections including methods for inactivation and
on recommendations for travellers. The request for information is enormous as revealed
by the number of visits on the RKI webside: In the month of April 2003 alone, more than
400,000 visits were concerned with the topic SARS.




Regular communication between state and federal health authorites, epidemiologists and
laboratory scientists is absolutely necessary. Jointly defined recommendations must be
forwarded rapidly to the local health authorities in the states and hospitals but also airlines
etc. Foreign embassies should be informed immediately, if their citizens are affected. After
the establishment of sensitive and specific tests – ideally leading to reliable results within a
short time - should these diagnostic tests be made broadly available, e.g. through collaboration of scientific laboratories with experienced biotechnological companies. Diagnostic
tests should preferentially be provided as test kits, i.e. easy to use and suitable also for
non-specialists. Reference samples, like virus containing material from the patients, and
serum or plasma samples must be made available in appropriate amounts.
Delay in the detection of patients and incomplete surveillance of the infection in the population or in hospitals caused in several countries a rapid spread of the infection, particularly
among health care workers. Premature discharge of patients from the hospital or stopping
treatment too early, particular in combination with inappropriate management of hygiene
measures, were responsible for local transmission leading to new infections. Similarly, inappropriate identification of patients and surveillance of contact person contributed to new
infections. Consequent quarantine proved to be effective; this is in accordance with experience over centuries with a number of other infectious diseases. The value of quarantine is obvious even if no laboratory diagnostic tests are available. Quarantine protects
both health care workers but also other patients and visitors.
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Wolf E. Arntz and Juan Tarazona, Alfred-Wegener-Institut für Polar- und Meeresforschung, Bremerhaven/Germany and Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos,
Lima/Peru

ENSO (El Niño/Southern Oscillation) is an interannual climate oscillation occurring irregularly with a warm (El Niño, EN) and a cold phase (La Niña, LN). EN occurs on average
every four years with varying intensity, from weak to very strong. Each EN develops in a
different way, and despite an enormous scientific effort including satellites, buoys at the
sea surface and at depth, research vessels, merchant ships and coastal stations its origins
are still an unsolved problem. All modelling attempts hitherto have not been really successful, at least as far as a period beyond a few months is concerned. What would be urgently needed, but is not available up to now, is a secure alert at least one year before the
onset of an EN, based on real time meteorologic and oceanographic data, and in due time
to take measures, prevent damage and make better use of the advantages that EN also
brings about. On the other hand, the begin and end of an EN event are – with few exceptions such as the aborted EN in 2003 – clearly visible from these measurements, which at
least allows for an „early“ warning of one to two months based, e.g., on the start of a Kelvin wave in the west Pacific. This physical early warning is supported by biological indicators, some of which (mostly plankters but also fish and some benthic invertebrates) reveal
conspicuous changes in their (offshore/inshore, latitudinal) distribution and zonation during
this initial phase of an EN, despite the fact that obvious environmental changes are not yet
detectable in the eastern Pacific boundary currents. Due to the numerous measuring devices the meteorologists and oceanographers nowadays have at their disposal, the former
advantage of the biologists in predicting an EN a few weeks ahead is gone, but the two
systems can complement eachother as in the case of 2003, when the physicists detected
clear EN signs on the equator but the biologists found hardly any effects in the Humboldt
current.
Thus the value of biological approaches to EN, besides the definite confirmation of an
event, nowadays refers rather to the accumulated long-term experience, where what kind
of negative or positive effects can be expected. Both the abiotic environmental changes
and the biotic effects are largely recurrent, i.e. they usually occur at the same localities,
and the organisms concerned always react in very similar ways. Of course there are certain factors varying the EN impact, such as its intensity, distance from the main impact
zone along the equator, seasonal occurrence, etc. However, in most cases an early warning of up to two months would provide the opportunity of reacting to certain well-known
changes including, for example,
-



shrimps and scallops will be abundant instead of crabs and „locos“ (a commercially
important snail in Chile and Peru);
dorados and tuna will replace hake and flatfish;
inflexible fishermen will face unimployment;
soyameal should be ordered because fishmeal will not be available;
or, switching to the terrestrial environment,
cotton should not be sewn because the weather will be very humid in arid areas;
in normally wet areas cattle should be slaughtered during EN events because no
grassland will be available,


the Panamericana highway will be interrupted in many places by floods and landslides, and material for repair should be stored;
etc. etc.
-

This knowledge (the list could be enlarged by many more examples), if applied in time,
could prevent considerable damage and allow better use of alternatives.
Although it is clear that also the next EN will most likely not be predicted exactly, much
less so as to its intensity, available data from fisheries, agriculture and other fields dating
back many decades might serve the insurances to calculate how often and how severe
certain „cases“ occur. It should not be concealed, however, that there may be a superposition by decadal climate oscillation, e.g. the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, and possibly also
by global warming the effects of which may have begun to influence the development and
impact of ENSO.
Finally it is worth while mentioning that the basic patterns of ENSO impacts may also
serve as model cases for global change scenarios. Changes in species distribution, immigrations, emigrations in offshore, poleward and deep-water direction, reproductive failures
or mass mortalities of certain species versus reproductive success or mass recruitment of
others will be key processes during global warming (or cooling in case of a reversal of present conditions). However, whereas the ENSO impact represents reversible oscillations on
time scales comprehensible to man, trends in the course of global warming appear as irreversible to human perception despite the fact that on geological time scales they oscillate,
of course, as well.
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$EVWUDFW
Analog downscaled precipitation and temperature scenarios from Global Circulation Models are linked to regional landslide threshold models. Comparisons of downscaled scenarios with climatologic observations for the period 1950 to 1979 validate this method. Results
give a decreased landslide activity for the projected period 2070 to 2099 in the two study
areas Hawke Bay and Wellington in the North Island of New Zealand.
/DQGVOLGLQJLQDFKDQJLQJFOLPDWH
Geomorphic systems are in particular dependent on a changing climate. With respect to
landslides, direct and indirect effects of precipitation influence pore water pressures within
slopes and might influence landslides. Thus variations of precipitation have potentially a
direct influence on landslide occurrence. Rainfall-triggered landslides occur world-wide in
prone areas. As soon as the society is affected, these natural events have the potential to
cause disasters or catastrophes. The landslide impact on humans and its environment is in particular
visible in New Zealand. In addition to single failures,
whole regions are regularly affected by landslides
(Fig. 1). Therefore it seemed appropriate to calculate
landslide scenarios in order to estimate effects of
climate change.
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2EMHFWLYHV
This study aims



•

to apply downscaled results of Global Circulation Models (GCM’s) to regional landslide triggering models, and

•

to indicate potential future landslide activity in different regions.



'RZQVFDOLQJRI*&0¶V
One approach to obtain scenarios on landslide activity is to link
landslide-triggering rainfall thresholds to regionalised GCM outputs. Global climate model outputs from HadCM2SUL (Johns HW
DO 1997) were used to calculate precipitation and temperature
scenarios for the target period 2070 to 2099. Results were
adopted to regional scales using the analog downscaling technique (Schmidt & Dehn 2000; Zorita & von Storch 1999). These
regionalised climate change scenarios have been applied to three
models of landslide-triggering rainfall thresholds. Methodological
details are given by Schmidt & Glade (in press).
Locations of both study regions are given in Fig. 2. Grey shaded
boxes represent the land mass in the GCM. Outputs of the box
covering the central and southern part of the North Island have
been applied.
)LJ Locations of the
study regions in New
Zealand. Boxes give the
HadCM2 Grid resolution
(2.5° x 3.75°).

5HJLRQDOODQGVOLGHPRGHOV
Various landslide triggering rainfall models have been developed and are reviewed by
Wieczorek & Guzzetti (2000) and Polemio & Petrucci (2000). One limitation of numerous
models are specific demands on data inputs, which are often not available for other study
areas. In addition, these models are commonly developed for single, large landslides –
regional approaches are rare.
In order to accommodate scale requirements of downscaled GCM’s, initial research on
regional landslide models (Crozier & Eyles 1980; Crozier HW DO 1978) was further developed and extended. The 'DLO\ 5DLQIDOO 0RGHO approach is based on empirical estimates
and couples daily rainfall with landslide occurrence (Glade 1998). The $QWHFHGHQW 'DLO\
5DLQIDOO0RGHOconsiders climate conditions 10 days prior to the observation date. Due to
fast drainage of soil water, hydrograph curves have been analysed to determine the exponential decay of water loss (GladeHWDO 2000). The $QWHFHGHQW6RLO:DWHU6WDWXV0RGHOis
a dynamic based model and adds to the climatic factors also soil characteristics such as
depth, texture and porosity, and field capacity (Glade 2000).
All three models give the probability of landslide occurrence associated with given climate
conditions. The model type and complexity is dependent on data requirements and relates
to rainfall on the triggering day, to the implementation of antecedent conditions, and in the
latter model to regionalised soil water availability in addition to temperature and potential
evapotranspiration. If these models are coupled with short-term weather forecasts, they
can be used for landslide predictions. Tests have successfully shown this predictive capacity for the Wellington region in New Zealand (Crozier 1999). These new and revised
models have been linked to the climate scenarios.
6FHQDULRVRIIXWXUHODQGVOLGHDFWLYLW\
With respect to long-term climate change scenarios, results have been calculated for two
study regions Wellington and Hawke’s Bay, both located on the North Island of New Zealand (Fig. 2). Results for the Wellington region give a more reliable projected probability of
change of landslide occurrence than for Hawke’s Bay (Schmidt & Glade in press). This




might be due to Wellington’s precipitation type which is mostly associated with synoptic
weather systems. The frequency and path of these systems depend on large scale circulations, which are captured by the downscaling procedure. In contrast, peak precipitation in
the Hawke’s Bay region result in high magnitude storms strongly controlled by local factors
and consequently, cannot be determined with similar accuracy by downscaling techniques.
/LQNLQJ*OREDO&LUFXODWLRQ0RGHOVZLWKUHJLRQDOODQGVOLGHPRGHOV&RQFOXVLRQVDQG
SHUVSHFWLYHV
Outputs for both regions show a significant trend towards a decrease in landslide activity
for the target period 2070-2099 (indicated by black arrows in Tab. 1). In most New Zealand
regions, however, occurrence of rainfall-triggered landslides is in particular dependent on
‘short’ and extreme climatic events, which are not covered by GCM’s. Consequently, modelling results have to be treated with care and further validation is indispensable.
7DE Comparison of the probability of occurrence of a rainfall-triggering threshold for different periods P
(Note: The threshold 25 refers to a chance, that a rainstorm will trigger landslides in 25 out of 100 incidences. P10 refers to the period, that a given probability will occur within 10 days; P 90 within 90 days respectively. Runs indicate the different calculations: REV. are the real observations; FRQWURO are the calculated
scenarios using downscaled GCM’s for the similar period 1950-1979; VFHQDULR is the projected probability for
2070-2099). Arrows indicate, that in all calculations, the probability of occurrence of landslide-triggering rainstorm conditions decrease in time.
Threshold
[%]
0

25

50

75

100

Runs

Wellington

Hawke Bay

P1

P10

P30

P90

P1

P10

P30

P90

Obs.

0.15

0.81

0.98

>0.99

0.2

0.9

>0.99

>0.99

Control

0.13

0.78

0.98

>0.99

0.18

0.86

0.98

>0.99

Scenario

0.11

0.71

0.97

>0.99

0.18

0.83

0.98

>0.99

Obs.

0.01

0.11

0.31

0.68

0.01

0.09

0.25

0.53

Control

0.01

0.11

0.28

0.62

0.01

0.05

0.16

0.39

Scenario

0.01

0.06

0.19

0.47

<0.001

0.03

0.1

0.28

Obs.

0.005

0.04

0.12

0.33

0.01

0.04

0.15

0.29

Control

0.005

0.04

0.12

0.33

<0.001

0.03

0.1

0.28

Scenario

<0.001

0.01

0.05

0.14

<0.001

0.01

0.03

0.11

Obs.

<0.001

0.015

0.8

0.19

<0.001

0.01

0.04

0.09

Control

<0.001

0.015

0.05

0.14

<0.001

0.01

0.04

0.14

Scenario

<0.001

0.01

0.02

0.06

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.01

Obs.

<0.001

0.01

0.5

0.12

<0.001

<0.001

0.015

0.04

Control

<0.001

0.01

0.02

0.09

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Scenario

<0.001

<0.001

0.01

0.04

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

This approach includes various assumptions:



•

catchment boundary characteristics do not change in time,

•

regional conclusions can be delimited only, and

•

high uncertainties in downscaled GCM outputs and regional landslide-triggering
rainfall models are inherent in the calculations.



Despite these limitations, the approach of coupling downscaled GCM outputs with regional
geomorphic models is promising in order to investigate potential future scenarios of effects
of climate changes on the landscape (Schmidt & Dehn 2000). Perspectives for future research include, but is indeed not limited to:
•

application of other GCM’s which give outputs with higher resolution and cover extreme climatic events better,

•

comparisons of results from different downscaling techniques,

•

maintenance of the landslide database which is indispensable to carry out the
analysis, and

•

to differentiate landslide triggering conditions by landslide type and magnitude
within the landslide threshold models.

The set up of the methodology allows the transfer and consequently, the application to
other regions and nations. Thus, these efforts will contribute to a sustainable resource
management and disaster prevention.
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G. Tetzlaff, Universität Leipzig
Climatic change is widely discussed in the public assuming regional effects on climatic
mean values and on extreme weather events as well. Northern Germany is characterised
by wide plain country with only minor topographic structures, such as mountain ranges.
Climate descriptions usually rely on surface observations taken at the surface itself, or at
certain heights above the ground ranging from 1 to 10 meters. At these heights measurements often are contaminated by surface effects, which are of only very local character
and thus are not representative for any regional aspects. To correct measurements for
their local influences means a major effort (Beckmann 1996). To ensure a more regionally
oriented representation, made it necessary, to include data taken in the free atmosphere.
Such data are only available from 1949 onwards in the form of radiosonde data. After
some changes in the first decennium the observation methods and schedules are stable
and not subject to local influences and individual errors. The quantity and the quality of the
data therefore proved sufficient to summarise the observations to reliable monthly averages. As these observation do cover a major part of the whole atmosphere here only the
two lowest standard observation levels at 850 hPa and at 700 hPa are inspected closer. In
the northern German plains altogether four observations stations are located: Schleswig,
Hannover (Bergen), Greifswald and Lindenberg. Putting these observation stations at the
corners of the northern German plain means an east-west extension of about 600 km, and
a north-south extension of about 300 km, limited in the south by the mountain ranges and
in the north by ocean waters.
At these four stations the surface observations were considered as well. These data were
mainly oriented on observations which are connected to parameters in the range of the
experience of non expert persons. Typical such parameters are : number of hot days with
a maximum temperature of more than 30°C, number of days with snow cover, number of
days with thunderstorms, and other similar parameters. The typical information is in number of days per month. All data were used in the form of monthly values, either average
values or sums.
All data were taken from published yearbooks or daily periodicals such as published by the
two weather services involved (Deutsches Meteorologisches Jahrbuch, Meteorologisches
Jahrbuch der DDR, Monatliche Witterungsberichte). For further evalution the monthly data
were summarised to seasonal values and to annual values. The four seasons comprised
spring (March, April, May), summer (June, July, August), autumn (September, October,
November), and winter (December, January, February). The whole year finally extends
from January to December. This means that four seasons together deviate slightly from a
calendar year, because of the overlap between years for the winter season. The data were
presented as time series with one data point per year or season. To allow the estimate of
long term changes every 7 values were averaged (gliding average), as well a linear trend
was calculated. In the figures 1 to 5 the equation for the linear trend is given in the lower
right corner.
A major part of the results is within the range of the expected and already known from
similar estimates of climatic changes. However, in some cases the splitting in seasons
gave deeper insight into the quantities, and in some cases the results were not docu



mented before. The air temperature in the level 850 hPa (about 1500 m height above sea
level) increased by 0.1 K since 1949, resulting in an increase of 0.2 K per 100 years. The
linear trend of the wind velocity reaches 0.5 m/s per 100 years. The yields of wind power
plants decrease since the mid nineties (www.bwe.de). This corresponds with a bump in
the free atmosphere wind velocity in this time interval.
Going to a seasonal distribution of free atmosphere air temperature and wind velocity
shows a more complicated pattern. The summer temperature decreases slightly by about
0.1 K per 100 years. The winter temperature on the other side shows a significant rise by
2.3 K per 100 years. As an example the observations of Hannover (Bergen) are shown,
with a slightly larger increase of 2.7 K per 100 years (figure 1).
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In figure 1 the trend is
not the only long term
feature. There is a
rather distinct 16 years
period dis-tinguishable.
How-ever, there is no
direct link to any kind
predictive skill in such a
periodical fluctu-ation.
This period shows in
many other parameters,
also in surface bound
observations.

y90 = (0,0271±0,0226)x - 3,7677

It is remarkable that the trends in wind velocity are different between winter and summer.
While wind velocity decreases slightly in summer it substantially increases winter, by more
than 3 m/s (figure 2). This increase of the average value implies an increase in the extreme winds as well. This assumption was expressed as a consequence of global change
processes, could however not be corroborated from surface observations in northern
Germany.
Air temperature increase at the surface is distinct and amounts to a linear trend of 1.8 K
per 100 years. For the winter season this trend even shows 3.0 K, while the summer trend
value reaches 1.6 K. With these temperature changes established it is not surprising that
the number of days with a maximum temperature with more than 30°C exhibits a upward
trend (figure 3). Taking Hannover as an example the number of days increased from about
2 days per year in the fifties to about 6 such days per year in the nineties.
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Taking the rising winter
temperatures it is not surprising to find a reduction
of the days with snow
cover (figure 4). Here the
number of days with snow
cover
is
shown
for
Schleswig. In the period of
the last 50 years this number dropped from well
above 40 days per to less
than 30 such days per
year.

1949/1950 1959/1960 1969/1970 1979/1980 1989/1990 1999/2000

Annual
precipitation
showed
rather
little
changes. However, there seems to be some redistribution between seasons. The winter
precipitations increase very slightly. The summer rains are reduced by 20% on the average over the four stations. Interestingly the number of days with heavy rains (more than 10
mm/day) decreases at about the same amount, and the number of thunderstorms (number
of days with thunderstorms decreases by impressive 60% averaged over the four stations.
As an example figure 5 shows the summer record of Lindenberg.
13.01.2003
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y90 = (0,0353±0,0243)x + 11,643
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with heavy rains.
However, the num-ber
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Altogether it shows that
the stations in the
northern
German
plains are less influenced by topographic structures than stations south of the German
“Mittelgebirge”. This is of major relevance for all kinds of precipitation. In particular the
heavy precipitation events are strongly modified by topographic features. The rains on the
northern slope of the Erzgebirge in August 2002 resulted mainly, that is about two thirds,
from topographic effects. In terms of climatic changes this means that all observations
from stations located in mountainous areas have to be heavily corrected for topographic
influences before any kind of long term interpretation may be applied. This correction on
the other hand is hard to quantify and therefore suppressed. As a consequence no data of
such stations may be used to derive temporal trends.
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Europe has frequently experienced natural disasters in the last couple of years. Thereby
the most urgent problem for European governments, disaster experts and insurance companies is how to monitor and control natural disasters, assess damage, and provide relief.
One solution is to use remote sensing, geographic information systems, the Global Positioning System and other technologies for early warning, monitoring and evaluating natural
disasters.
These systems have already played an important role in early warning and disaster mitigation and have become a key part of natural hazard management - but
it has to be stated that they have also failed in the past. This paper will explain why they
fail and that an important reason for failure is because of distorted perception, mass media
reports and disaster myths1.
Categorizing all the possibilities why early warning systems can fail one can identify three
fundamental areas: spatial databases, information and the process of early warning.

Spatial databases
The utility of geographic information systems for early warning systems has been expanded as spatial databases become more widely available. But there are still large areas
in Europe, where no spatial data are at hand. As a consequence early warning systems for
natural disasters “fail” because of the lack of data. Even if the databases are available
there are also implementation issues. Sometimes databases are in existence but they do
not meet the scale or format criteria for graphical information system GIS processing2. A
third problem with spatial databases is the availability for all who are involved in early
warning or mitigating natural disasters. Risk managers and relief organisations must have
access to these databases before and during the impact3. But during the last view years
governments have become more and more aware of the value of spatial data. In some of
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the western countries, the access to these databases have been strictly limited by the authorities.

Information
An other barrier for effective use of early warning systems is the transformation from data
into information. There are several ways to overlook important data by transforming them
into information. In the course of upgrading data by statistical procedures or modelling,
single indications for a possible dramatic event can be pale into insignificance by other
data. Even if the statistical model emphasize the relevant data and show a possible natural
hazard, this information has to be assessed and judged4 by risk managers and authorities5
in charge. The ability to assess the information depends significantly on the knowledge
and experience with GIS. Untrained personnel without the knowledge what these results
mean for the security of a defined area, will fail to implement the next inevitable steps.

Risk and disaster myths
Even if spatial databases are available and accessible and even if authorities recognize
the critical information, there are some major psychological traps why early warning fail.
The so called risk myths describe human behaviour where people realise the risk but do
not take precaution. Typical for risk myths are statements like: “It will be o.k. We are insured. We followed all instructions.” In this way risk myths hinder the perception of hazards, the early report of possible hazards and the right procedures to deal with it.
Especially in the field of natural hazards a perceived risk can change in the course of time
into a disaster. That means some of these disasters – like floods, storms or heavy snowfall
- are expected and authorities, risk managers or relief organisations have time to prepare
for the impact. Nevertheless in this situation people in charge sometimes fail to take early
warning steps. They are for example afraid by disasters myths, like natural events are unpredictable, warning systems suggesting a false sense of security, evacuation can spread
out a mass panic, or looting is ordinary during a disaster. Disaster myths6 itself in this case
play an important role in disturbing or disrupting early warning, proper risk communication
and disaster preparedness.

Conclusion
Much of what people, even authorities and risk managers in charge, know about hazards
is not from direct personnel experience but rather from other secondary sources including
print and film and popular movies. The media produce and transport in that way disaster
myths. Mainly popular movies play a significant role in forming cultural attitudes about risk
and general knowledge about disaster behaviour.
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There is a danger in separating “early warning” from social frameworks because too much
emphasis is put on the technical agent itself. The “dominant” view is characterised by the
notion that early warning systems are solely attributed to GIS. But this view fails to acknowledge the importance of human behaviour for early warning and precaution. The
problem with treating “early warning for natural hazards” as only physical events with technological solutions, is that science limits the number of intervention options available and
overlooks possible problems and traps for successful early warning.
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Potential extreme events, but also the question of sea level rise and related coastal protection strategies play an important role for the German north sea coast. Nevertheless, societys vulnerability to the effects of climate change is only partially a function of the natural
processes involved. Their effects are also modified to a considerable degree by the level
and quality of the societal adjustment measures employed. The development of those
measures takes place within a framework of interwoven political processes. Politics and administration (political-administrative systems) are thus alloted a key role. Yet because knowledge
about climate change and its consequences is uncertain, the optimization of the relevant natural
and societal processes remains difficult. Simultaneously, risk assessments need to be specified
in order to calculate their consequences financially.
Within that context, the research project Ä5LVN 0DQDJHPHQW LQ &RDVWDO 3URWHFWLRQ DV D
&KDOOHQJH WR WKH 3ROLWLFDO$GPLQLVWUDWLYH 6\VWHP 3$6 ³ explores how the relationships
between the climate sciences, coastal protection agencies and the political-administrative
system involved in risk management are changing, if the core actors are confronted with a
scientific scenario assuming a sea level rise of 55 cm until the year 2050.

The PAS project is part of the interdisciplinary joint project KRIM,
”Climate Change, Preventive Risk Management and Coastal Protection at the German
North Sea Coast“ (BMBF/DEKLIM), where research on the hydrodynamic, morphodynamic
and ecological aspects of an accelerated sea level rise at the German north sea coast is
conducted, local economical aspects are analysed, public reactions on climate change are
surveyed and a climate scenario is applied for the region. Main objectives of the KRIM project are:
Analysis of possible consequences of an accelerated sea-level rise and intensified
extreme incidents for different natural and social settings within the north sea
coastal region.
Examination of the perception and communication of possible consequences of a
sea-level rise and the rising risk of dike failure.
Analysis of the implicit conflict potentials, decision making structures and possible
solutions for risk management strategies.

The empirical base of the PAS project consists of 50 expert interviews with coastal protection practitioners, where the KRIM scenario and possible consequences for the north sea
region have been discussed. Guided by the general question about the challenges that
political-administrative actors working in coastal protection fields have to confront today,
their risk assumptions and assessments of the organizational structures together with their
perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of the current coastal protection systems
have been analysed.





Informed by the question +RZ GDQJHURXV LV LW", we first display the main assessments
concerning the current dyke safety at the German north sea coast. In a second step, and
linked to the question of what needs to be done in the future, we discuss possible actions,
strategies and pathways to be taken from the perspective of coastal protection practitioners. Those actions encompass the “continuity-option” as well as the option of „optimization of current instruments“ or the perspective of a fundamental change of coastal protection strategies.
The question about the current dyke safety at the German north sea coast/the Weserästuar has led to three main assessments:
1) Safety is sufficient
•
•
•

There is no absolute safety but good organization and historically growing dykelines guarantee for a highly developed safety-standard
The organizational structure of coastal protection systems allows for adaption
Current dyke standards deliver safety and are economically feasible

2) There are risks
•
•
•
•

Local features display high flooding risks for the “Wesermarsch” area
There is no absolute safety
Risks may result from the interplay of many natural and societal factors
Different „risk-philosophies“ exist in the Netherlands and Germany

The third assessment claims that risks are too high as to continue with the acutal safety
system. Both linked to the status quo and the perspective of futural coastal protection
strategies, this assessment is only given by a minority of coastal protection actors. The
question of what needs to be done for futural coastal protection thus has been answered
as follows:
Continue with existing instruments
Continue by optimizing existing instruments
Improve the actual safety system by adding new elements

What do those findings mean for the relationships between the political-administrative system, local coastal protection agencies and the climate sciences involved? By looking at the
first two “continuity”-options, we want to argue that coastal protection actors working with
or within the political-administrative system prefer a „risk policy“ strongly oriented on local
tradition, where both the lower saxonian dyke law and the established administrative system operating on coastal protection play a central role. Because coastal protection strategies in the lower saxony area have been committed by law to deliver the „same safety for
everybody“, any implementation of new risk assessment strategies (e.g. the probabilistic
risk analysis approach frequently applied in the climate sciences) require changes in law.




Nevertheless, some coastal protection practitioners on the German north sea coast imagine that a „different risks“ approach instead of „same safety for everybody“ would be feasible simply because of the financial dimension of coastal protection for the whole area. Two
necessary preconditions for this kind of futural pathway are stated: first, scientific knowledge about climate change need to be stabilized; second, social acceptance of new forms
of risks must be established. This allows the specificiation of the relationship between local
coastal protection research agencies (as part of the political-administrative system) and
the more global-oriented climate sciences: From the perspective of possible future strategies, local administrative actors involved in coastal protection and risk management can
only react on stabilized scientific knowledge (climate change) or new findings of local research (dyke heights). Simultaneously, local research addressing the coastal protection
system should be intensified and should incorporate new methods.
In sum, our findings show that the majority of coastal protection practitioners, preferring
the continuity-option rather than the option of changing the safety-system altogether, tend
to LPSURYHDQG RSWLPLze the actual risk management systems, while simultaneously pointing to the good local organization, safety standard, adaption- and research potential of the
coastal protection and risk management system at German north sea coast.
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Over the last four decades, losses from natural disasters have increased dramatically both
for economies and the insurance industry. Consequently, loss prevention measures are
becoming increasingly important as a means of minimizing the loss burden from such
events. A continuation of this worrisome trend is more than likely as its driving factors,
such as the growth in the world’s population, settling in high-risk zones, urbanization, and
increased vulnerability of modern societies and technologies, are heading in the same direction.
At the same time, methods of forecast, prediction, early warning and alert have become
more sophisticated, more viable and more reliable, at least for some types of hazard. They
can significantly contribute to loss reduction and risk prevention. Therefore insurers have
been observing the developments very closely and already started to embed some applications in their strategies either as part of customer service or as a means of preparing
themselves immediately before or during catastrophic events. The customer-related usage
of early warning ranges from weather-alert systems to recommendations concerning structural protection measures, and from general information on risks to specific training programs. Sending loss adjusters to the probably affected areas, e.g. during the approach of
a hurricane, and accounting for a possible El-Nino-event in underwriting are examples of
making use of early warning to their own advantage.
However, even accurate forecasts and prediction are not helpful if they are not well received by the proper addressees. Therefore, warnings must be communicated to the right
people, concisely, in due time and comprehensibly. This is especially true for all kinds of
extreme meteorological events such as tropical storms, gales, tempests, tornadoes, hailstorms, floods and debris flows. The cooperation of scientific institutions, authorities, the
insurance sector and the media is of vital importance to reach the population effectively
and reduce the danger to life and property. There have been promising developments in
the recent past, but there is also still a lot of scope for optimization in all components - in
particular in the telecommunication area. These opportunities must be identified and implemented in order to make the current knowledge and the technical possibilities accessible everywhere on earth, and improve the chances of people to reduce their risk of becoming victims of a devastating disaster. The insurance industry should - it its own interest play a forceful role in these efforts. In some ways, by its loss experience, this industry itself
is a global early warning system.
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Bad weather warnings have always been published, but only a few people pay attention
or take measures in order to prevent damage. This is caused by the extent of the territory
the warnings usually are referred to. In Germany the Federal weather service is still publishing bad weather warnings for the whole area of federal states like Bavaria or Saxonia,
although thunder-storms in summer for example usually occur in small areas like districts
or counties. This has a strong impact on the credibility of warnings. After numbers of false
warnings people quit to react.
Insurance Companies indeed are interested in credible warnings. A lot of measures can
be taken to prevent damage for example
-

protect cars from hail and falling trees

-

shut doors and windows

-

fasten mobile items on the ground(gardens and yards)

-

roll in the blinds

-

phone neighbors to take care in case of absence

-

stay at home in case of bad weather

,,7KH,GHD
The idea that grew in the minds of those who are responsible for risk management and
products in insurance companies was to develop a system being able to
-

generate weather information of high quality

-

transmit the information only to those
o who are really affected
o who are willing to get the information
o who are able to be reached by personal media

-

increase preventive measures and improve credibility
o by diminishing the granularity of forecasts and warnings





,,,7KH3URGXFW

,97KH3DUWQHUVDQGWKHLUWHFKQRORJ\

Meteomedia Warnings are produced semiautomatically. The Radar-Intepretation-Software
“Rain Cast” developed by 0HWHR5DGDU6FKPLG generates warnings, which all have to be
checked and maybe modified by the team of meteorologists.





The LQIRUPDWLRQ ORJLVWLFV DSSOLFDWLRQ provides the user automatically according to his
registered personal information profile, which has been defined and registered via Webbased user interface.
9)HHG%DFN
The period of piloting WIND in summer 2002 was accompanied by polling the participants.
There was a poll at the very beginning of the pilot in order to get an idea about the clients‘
expectations as far as service and personal consequences are concerned.
The second poll (650 participants) after six months of piloting explored the experience and
the real preventive effect.
The results of taking measures in order to prevent damage:
$FWLYLW\

3ROOEHIRUH

3ROODIWHUZDUGV

Drive the car into the garage

93%

57%

Shut doors and windows

98%

81%

Roll in the blind

89%

50%

Fasten mobile items

96&

79%

Stay at home

48%

28%

Phone neighbors (absence)

76%

22%


9,7KHSURILW
Insurance Companies can profit from more than one aspect:
-

WIND is a useful instrument of clienting
o Clients expect insurance companies to develop Early Warning Systems (95%)
o Clients appreciate frequent contacts to their insurance company
o Clients are ready to develop a new partnership of security with their insurance
company.



-

WIND is able to improve the image of insurance companies

-

WIND causes pay back by the reduce of damage.
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The effects of natural disasters, especially due to flood events have (unfortunately) again
been confirmed to a catastrophic extent in the past few years. Flash floods in Bavaria,
rainfall records in France, catastrophic inundation in the Elbe river basin and its tributaries
and many other flood events have highlighted high risks that have to be considered today
and in the future.
For the assessment of flood potential from a hydrological point of view, usually events with
a recurrence interval of 100 to 200 years are taken into account. Flood events with higher
discharges (and water levels) may be rare, but can cause protection structures to be overtopped or even destroyed. Extremely high discharges can cause extraordinary hydraulic
situations like clogging of bridges due to debris, which need to be analysed separately. But
even for floods below the design discharge, there is a residual risk due to factors such as
soaked dikes in long duration flood events ord delay in the operation of mobile protection
elements.
At the request of the Water Management Administration of Baden-Württemberg, the Institute of Water Request Management, Hydraulic and Rural Engineering (IWK) has developed a GIS-supported model for the river Neckar. The model has been transferred to the
water management administration with the goal of supporting the handling of floodrelevant problems (determination of legally defined areas, etc.) The IWK has developed
GIS-functionalities and user interfaces that are customised particularly to the need of the
users.

)ORRG,QIRUPDWLRQ6\VWHP





For the analysis of the factors specified above, both the hydraulic models and the topographic models should be examined and, if necessary, extended for application to extreme
flood events. The accuracy of computational results (discharge and water level) has to be
assessed, taking into account uncertainties in the input data (e.g. measured discharge,
topographic information, changes in river course etc). Tools are to be developed for the
illustration of the results and their implementation into action plans.
Despite the fact that flood events are natural processes, which occurred in the past and
will also occur in the future, the situation has worsen, especially in terms of financial
losses. In the recent decades, the utilisation of floodplains for industries and urban settlements has increased, also causing an accumulation of values at risk and, as a consequence, increase in the potential of damage. The flood event of August 2002 in the catchment of the Elbe river, as one of the heaviest flood disasters in Central Europe, caused
economical loss of more than US$ 13 billion.
For an effective flood control planning, apart from the determination of flood hazard, the
vulnerability in terms of potential economic losses, has to be estimated. On the basis of
the accumulated values at risk in the areas and the functional relationship between the
parameters of the flood events and the resulting damage, risk potentials can be identified,
quantified and the expected damage can be estimated. The information about flood risk in
a river basin is indispensable for benefit-cost analyses of proposed hydraulic measures,
civil protection actions and insurance companies.
Through the integration of tools in the Decision Support System (DSS), the decision makers will be able to determine risks in advance and during the flood events. It will also be
possible to use scenarios based on the flood forecasts for disaster management planning
(e.g. construction of mobile flood protection walls, evacuation, etc).
For further Information please contact:
Dipl.-Ing. A. Kron
Tel.: ++49 (0) 721 / 608 - 8421
Email: kron@iwk.uka.de
Dipl.-Ing. P. Oberle
Tel.: ++49 (0) 721 / 608 - 8094
Email: oberle@iwk.uka.de
Dr.-Ing. St. Theobald
Tel.: ++49 (0) 721 / 608 - 4898
Email: theobald@iwk.uka.de
Postal Adress:
Institut für Wasserwirtschaft und Kulturtechnik
Universität Karlsruhe
Kaiserstrasse 12
Email:
76128 Karlsruhe
Internet:



iwk@uni-karlsruhe.de
www.iwk.uni-karlsruhe.de
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In Germany, it has been possible since 1994, to get insurance protection against flooding
within the so called “extended coverage for elementary perils”. Up to now, there was no
possibility for insurance companies to assess the flood risk country-wide for Germany. Before the development of the software ZÜRS, many questions about a specific local flood
situation could not be answered in a satisfactory way by the insurance companies. Among
other things it was not possible for an insurance company to assess the flood risk; therefore, in case of doubt people did not get insurance protection for their buildings.
The flood on the river Oder in summer 1997 was the main trigger for the insurance industry to develop a tool for the member companies with which they could assess the flood
hazard country-wide. Thereupon the GDV (Federation of the German Insurance Industry)
developed a system - ZÜRS - to classify zones for flood, backwater and torrential rain for
the German insurance industry. The different flood hazard is represented by several hazard zones, whereas backwater and torrential rain is taken uniformly distributed over Germany but completely considered in the calculation of recommended premiums.
The software ZÜRS was delivered to the insurance companies in summer 2001. Now it is
possible for them to assign a hazard zone to any given risk address.


'HYHORSPHQWRI=h56

An important point within the ZÜRS project was the identification of the flood zones for the
whole of Germany. Based on a digital elevation model in which a river network of about
55.000 km length was integrated, these zones were computed by means of a 1D hydraulic
model (yielding water levels and inundated areas).
Two flood scenarios were simulated for every point along the river network: one that occurs statistically once in 10 years; the other that occurs statistically once in 50 years
(Kleeberg, 2001, Kron, W. & Willems, W. 2002). The river network used for the computation consisted of main rivers and their tributaries in Germany. For these computed flood
areas a quality improvement with the help of the German water resources authorities was
conducted. Altogether about 200 offices all over Germany assisted in adjusting the computed areas through consideration of flood control measures (e.g. dikes, retention basins,
etc.), integration of historical flood events and integration of more sophisticated - and
therefore more accurate - hydrological and hydraulic computations.
In ZÜRS, the flood hazard areas are represented by three zones. The hazard zones GK1,
GK2 and GK3 refer to the following return periods:
• GK 3 - high hazard: flooding occurs on average at least once in 10 years




•
•



GK 2 - moderate hazard: flooding occurs on average at least once in 50 years but less
than once in 10 years
GK 1 - low hazard: flooding occurs on average less than once in 50 years

0RGXOHVRIWKHVRIWZDUH=h56

The software ZÜRS consists of three modules. In each module a given address can be
attributed to one of the three hazard zones.
The ZÜRS Viewer module is a module with a search box that provides the respective hazard zone for a given risk address. In addition to this, the geographical data are displayed,
such as river network, street network and flooded areas. One can also create and display
an individual data base. Furthermore, one can choose any map clippings, for example
through zooming.

Figure 1: ZÜRS Viewer (river: bright blue, GK3 (10-year flood): dark blue,
GK2 (10 to 50-year flood): light blue, GK1: residual area)

In Figure 1 a screenshot of the ZÜRS Viewer is shown. The river is illustrated in bright blue
and GK3 directly beneath the river is illustrated in dark blue. The area of GK2, which is
usually at some distance from the river, is illustrated in light blue. The residual area, the
non-blue area, represents GK1.
Figure 1 also includes the search box. In the top line the address is specified; by typing the
name of a city, its street directory will be displayed automatically. After clicking the button
“Gefährdungsklasse” in the last line, the hazard zone, to which the risk address belongs, is
shown. By using the button “in der Karte anzeigen” the exact location of the address is
shown on the map, i.e. the street and the house number.
With the help of the ZÜRS Blackbox module it is possible to assign hazard zones not only
to one but to a number of addresses (batch mode).




The third module, ZÜRS Light, was designed as a minimised-storage alternative for the
platform-independent usage, especially for the sales representatives.


)XUWKHUGHYHORSPHQW

In the future, the software as well as the data will be regularly updated. With the help of the
German water resources authorities changes (such as e.g. new dikes) will be implemented. In the street network, missing streets and house numbers will be integrated and
updated as quickly and as far-going as possible.
Further on, the software will be extended to include additional flood zones. One consideration is to make a new zone, which breaks up GK1 by incorporating the risk of breaching or
overtopping of a dike.
The GDV also intends to implement zones for other natural hazards (like e.g. earthquake
zones) into the system within the frame of the “extended coverage for elementary perils”.


6XPPDU\
The GDV developed the software ZÜRS with a great effort to provide a tool for the assessment of the flood hazard in Germany for its member companies.
Thanks to the software ZÜRS the insurance companies have now a basis for calculating
insurance premiums for flooding for the whole of Germany. With the help of this GIS based
system, it is possible to assess the risk for any given single address as well as for a number of addresses. Thus, with the help of ZÜRS the insurance companies now have the
possibility to insure buildings for the risk of flooding based on a concrete risk classification.
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Munich Re’s Geo Risk Department has developed countrywide models to assess the financial risk from the perils earthquake, windstorm and flooding for about 15 years. The
models are meant to estimate the risk as a function of the three components hazard, vulnerability, and insured values. The hazard part of our earthquake models is normally
based on evaluations of local scientists. If available, complete hazard models including
seismicity rates are adopted. While the development of hazard maps is a standard procedure in seismology, further modeling of the risk, which includes the evaluation of losses, is
more or less only done by reinsurance companies and consultants.
On the basis of the new earthquake risk model for Germany, advantages as well as limitations of the modeling approach used by Munich Re are discussed.


6(,60,&5,6.$1'35(3$5('1(66
Earthquakes can occur all over the earth. The hazard for a certain area, however, is defined by the earthquake magnitude and frequency. Possibilities for protection against
earthquakes are quite limited. Earthquake prediction, on one hand, is not possible and
could anyway only be taken into account if location, time and strength of the event can be
foreseen. Protection measures are mainly to save lives rather than significantly reducing
economic losses. Early warning systems, that, for example, immediately stop trains or shut
down the gas-supply in the case of a strong earthquake, can be useful though to avoid
certain losses. But they can be only effective if there is a time lag of at least a some seconds between the recognition of the event and the arrival of the seismic waves. Furthermore, the implementation of such systems requires a very high technological standard.
Currently, the best earthquake protection can be reached by a proper preparedness program based on reliable hazard assessment. This includes a good organization of civil protection, suitable building codes and their enforcement.
Hazard models are available for many parts of the world, but not all countries use them for
civil protection planning. Even more useful for disaster preparedness and loss mitigation
are risk models, which are mainly developed by or for the insurance industry to assess
probable losses for insured values. Risk models are hazard models extended by the components "vulnerabilities" and "values". Their results give an estimate of the losses to be
expected for certain value distributions and within different time periods (Fig. 1).





Fig. 1: Scheme of the risk modeling procedure used by the Munich Re.
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Germany can be classified as a region of moderate seismicity where strong earthquakes
are possible but only with long return periods. Nevertheless, the seismic risk of some areas in Germany cannot be neglected as for example for the Lower Rhine Embayment. On
one hand, the seismic hazard of this area belongs to the highest in Central Europe, as indicated by the Roermond earthquake in 1992 or the historical earthquake at Düren in
1756, both of which reached a Magnitude of about 6. On the other hand, this region is
characterized by a high population density, including cities like Cologne and Aachen, as
well as by a high industrialization which results in a high concentration of economic values.
Therefore, a model for earthquake risks in Germany is an important tool for the insurance
business.
Since no hazard model for Germany was accessible, the seismicity implemented in the
Munich Re model was calculated on the basis of the world-wide seismic zonation defined
by GSHAP (Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Programme) and the historical earthquake catalogue published by the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources (BGR) .
For the value distribution, a grid containing 8270 points was used, based on the German
zip-code system. The model calculates, for all possible earthquakes within Germany and
the adjacent areas, which intensities occur at each of these points. For the assessment of
the losses, a set of vulnerability curves is used, defining the percentage of damage related
to the intensity value and a certain risk type. Risk types are different classes of buildings
and related values like contents and loss of profit. The used vulnerability curves are taking
into account the average building quality and Munich Re's loss experience Nevertheless,
the vulnerability is one of the most critical parts within all risk models.
The result of a model-run is given in form of a so called PML-chart, which shows the SrobablePaximumOoss in time and for the given value distribution (Fig. 2).




Fig. 2: Example PML-Chart as the result of risk-modeling.
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The described modeling method can be used for a wide field of risk assessments by implementing further and more detailed risk types and vulnerability curves. Such vulnerability
curves can be developed to define the extent of damage for lifelines or even loss of lives
instead of economic losses. It is also possible to calculate the risk of single earthquake
scenarios which can be an important tool for effective earthquake preparedness and civil
protection.
Measures for earthquake preparedness are rare in Germany and civil protection planning
for large earthquakes does not exist at all. The reasons for this situation are summarised
in the 2001 annual report of the German Research Network for Natural Disasters (DFNK):
•
•
•
•

The loss potential of earthquakes in Germany is substantial and up to now underestimated.
Earthquakes are not noticed as a potential source for catastrophes.
The exposure to risk potential is characterized either by belittlement or by
exaggeration.
The knowledge to quantify the earthquake risk is underdeveloped.

In addition to this, a lot of information needed to calculate the earthquake risk for the society does not exist or is not made available to scientists or private firms.
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The combination of moderate seismic activity and agglomeration of industrial and population centers makes the Lower Rhine Embayment one of Germany´s areas with elevated
seismic risk. Amplification of ground motion produced by shallow soft sediments upon
much stiffer bedrock layers further increases the shakebility of the region. We use elastic
and viscoelastic finite-difference simulations to investigate the amplifying effects of such
subsurface structures and obtain realistic predictions of ground motion parameters for
scenario earthquakes in the study area. To validate our simulations we compare our results with data from historical earthquakes in the Lower Rhine Embayment the last one
being the ML 5.0 event of July 22, 2002, near the city of Aachen.
Figure 1: Location of study area and epicenters of
historical earthquakes

The Lower Rhine Embayment forms a large,
NW-SE oriented tectonic depression in
north-western Germany and adjacent areas.
The region is characterized by intensive tectonics resulting in NW-SE striking displacement zones which are still active and have
caused a number of destructive earthquakes
in the last 250 years (see figure 1).
The basin consists mainly of tertiary sediments upon paleozoic rocks. In our study we
use a simplified three-dimensional velocity
model to specify this geologic situation.
Figure 2: Basin model and simulated stations

A 3D model structure of soft sediments representing the Cologne Basin is inserted into a
layered background model which embodies paleozoic bedrock of different ages. Figure 2
illustrates the interface between sediments and bedrock as seen from the north-west corner of the study area. Sediment layers reach a thickness up to 1800 meters near the epi



center of the 1992, Roermond earthquake. Map on the left in figure 2 shows the sediment
thickness in contour lines with 100m depth spacing correlated to the surface topography
(displayed in black-white shading).
Also displayed are the locations of seismological stations in the area and a synthetic seismic profile (A-A’) crossing the deepest basin parts seimogram sections for this profile are
shown below.
To examine the effects of the sedimentary basin on ground motion four historical earthquake scenarios were simulated. Epicentral locations of these events are shown in Figure
1), the source parameters are listed below.
Date
ML
Latitude
Longitude
Depth [km]
Strike [°]
Dip [°]
Rake [°]
M0 [1016 Nm]

Düren
Feb 18, 1756
6.1
50°45'
6°21'
14
135
70
90
14

Euskirchen
Mar 14, 1951
5.7
50°38'
6°44'
9
110
80
90
3.7

Roermond
Apr 13, 1992
5.9
51°10'
5°56'
17
120
70
100
7.5

Table 1: Source parameters for the simulated earthquake scenarios

Velocity seismograms produced by full elastic simulations
of the east-west component recorded at 30 receivers
along profile A-A’ (see figure 2) for the four earthquakes
at Düren (1756), Euskirchen (1951), Roermond (1992)
and Aachen (2002). The basindepth for the individual receivers is indicated by black line below zero. The amplitudes are scaled individually for the three events corrected for spherical divergence. Correlation of amplitudes
and shaking duration (number of cycles) with basin depth
as well as influences of the basin edges can be recognized. Differences in the pattern of amplification especially above the steep basin edges with respect to source
location are notable.
Further studies will investigate source and path effects for
different setups. Varying attenuation models can be combined with different fault geometries and frequency content.
Figure 3: Seismogram sections for the simulated events





Aachen
Jul 22, 2002
5
50°53'
6°11'
14
289
38
-113
0.8
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Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München
LJHO#JHRSK\VLNXQLPXHQFKHQGH
In 2001 the German Academic Exchange Service funded several International Quality Networks (IQNs) one of which is administered by the Faculty of Earth Science of the LudwigMaximilians-University in Munich in the area of georisks related to seismology and
volcanology. The aim of the IQN program is to integrate highly qualified foreign undergraduate and postgraduate students, post-docs, lecturers and professors into research
and teaching at German Universities. Within the IQN-Georisk the Earth Science Departments of Munich and Potsdam, joined by the MunichRe, team up with partner institutions
in Australia (QUAKES, University of Queensland), Canada (University of British Columbia),
China (China Seismological Bureau, University of Beijing, Polytechnic University), Indonesia (e.g. Vulcanological Survey), Ireland (University College Dublin), Japan (University of
Tokyo, Earthquake Research Institute), New Zealand (University of Wellington) and USA
(University of Southern California, Arizona State University, Princeton University). Funding
is available for senior undergraduates taking part in courses offered in Munich in the areas
of seismology, numerical modelling, mineralogy and volcanology. The center of the IQNGeorisk is a research group with one postdoc and three Ph. D. students.
The IQN project officially started on October 1st, 2001. Since this time the project has successfully collaborated on various projects with the partner insitutes. Collaboration includes:
 6HLVPLFKD]DUGLQWKH%HLMLQJDUHD, a collaboration with Beijing Polytechnic University. LMU provides computational programs to calculate seismic wave propagation,
and computational resources on the Munich supercomputer. Beijing provides data on
structure and seismicity of the Beijing region and access to seismic data from the current seismograph network. One of the most promising approaches to quantitatively
evaluate seismic hazard and related risk aspects is the calculation of earthquake scenarios using 3D numerical tools for seismic wave propagation (see Fig. 1).

)LJXUH  Snapshot of
wave propagation in the
Beijing area following
an earthquake at one of
the active faults. These
simulations allow the
calculation of shaking
hazard maps for specific earthquake scenarios.

 +LJKULVN YROFDQR 0HUDSL ,QGRQHVLD, a collaboration with Vulcanological Survey,
Gadjah Mada University, Institute of Technology Sepuluh-Nopember. LMU provides com



putational programs for 3D simulation of wave propagation in volcanoes and a laboratory
for fragmentation of magmas, investigation of explosivity, experimental mineralogy. Indonesia provides data of the seismic networks around Merapi and access to mineralogical,
meteorological, geodetic etc. data through local observatories. A specific application involves the calculation of seismic wave propagation for sources inside the magma chambers of the volcanic edifice. The goal is to understand the scattering of the wave field from
internal structures and topography to be able to focus on the actual source processes, that
are expected to hold clues on the state of the magmatic system (see Figure 2).
)LJXUHSnapshots of wave propagationfor a source near the summit of the
volcanoe Merapi, Indonesia. Seismic
observations play a major role in the
monitoring of active volcanoes but the
processes leading to the seismic signals are still poorly understood. 3D
simulations will help understanding the
various contributions to the ground motion.

The IQN additionally offers opportunities to visiting and permanent students through various short courses. Previous courses: 1) Wave Propagation and inverse problems; 2)
“Melts, Glasses, and Magmas”, this course provided insights into the nature of the liquid
state using examples from the silicate systems that play a central role in the earth and
mantel sciences. The course was comprised of lectures and labratory exercises on density
and equation of state, viscosity and rheology, htermochemistry and thermal properties,
electrical and optical properties, solubilities of volatiles, surface properties, strength and
hardness; 3) “Numerical wave propagation: modern approaches”. The goal of the short
course was to give participants with some experience in numerical modelling and seismology some insight into recent advances in finite-difference type algorithms (optimal operators) and finite-element type algorithms (spectral elements); 4) "Volcanic hazards assessment, mapping and managment strategies", The course covered the following, volcanic hazard assessment from geological, historical, and theoretical base data; volcanic
risk assessment (the socio-economic factors); volcanic risk management (mitigation,
emergency planning, politics); volcanic hazard education strategies – how to get the message across effectively.

9LVLWRUVVWDWLVWLFV
The IQN-Geprisk currently has 17 partner institutes in 10 countries. It should be noted that
the project is not only providing opportunities for overseas visitors to study in Germany, but
also for German students to visit partner institutions (through partner funding). Students




and visiting scientists come from Canada, China, Indonesia, New Zealand, Poland, Australia, and United States (Table 1)
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Hort, M. (Institut für Geophysik, Universität Hamburg, Bundesstr. 55, 20146 Hamburg,
hort@dkrz.de)
+D]DUGPLWLJDWLRQLQYROFDQRORJ\8QGHUVWDQGLQJKRZYROFDQRHVZRUN
Large volcanic eruptions shape planetary surfaces, influence the planetary climate and are
one of the major natural hazards next to earthquakes, floods, and storms. Approximately
600 volcanoes are known on Earth that had an historic eruption and about 10% of these
are active each year. The interest in understanding and predicting volcanic eruptions is
therefore one of the key goals of volcanological research, not the least because of the increasing world’s population resulting in a steady rise of population density near large volcanoes (e.g., Mexico City, Naples, Seattle). Most active volcanoes are located around the
Pacific ”ring of fire” in developing countries having an extremely high population density,
which are thus in need of cheap and easy-to-use monitoring tools in order to improve hazard mitigation. Approximately 78.000 people perished directly from volcanic activity during
the last century with two eruptions (1902: Montagne Pelée, 28.000 deaths; 1985: Nevado
del Ruiz, 23000 deaths) amounting to 2/3 of all people killed.
The key to understanding ”How volcanoes work” and therefore improving hazard mitigation
is describing the processes at work in the context of the entire system. Such a system may
be called a volcano-magma system. It consists of four major parts: (a) a source region including a feeder system, (b) possibly one or more reservoirs (commonly called magma
chambers), where magma stagnates and evolves, (c) a conduit or dike system connecting
the magma chambers to the Earth surface, and (d) the eruption itself. The actual shape
and extent of the parts of the volcano–magma system being buried under the surface is
still poorly known, although recent seismic and tomographic studies start to allow a direct
glimpse into the hidden part of the volcano–magma system. Melting experiments, results
from experimental petrology, and theoretical models also help to constrain processes like
melt separation from the source rock, magma chamber processes, and transport of melt in
the earth crust. Lacking the possibility of direct observations of magma chamber and conduit transport processes, model verification can only be done through observations made
with various monitoring tools as well as in exposed intrusive and extrusive bodies and volcanic deposits. The crux of this backward verification process is that the constraints derived from these observations are in many cases consistent with more than one model,
making it di_cult to unequivocally verify the actual processes.
Contrary to the processes operating below a volcano, eruptions can be observed directly.
But even here several processes like the dynamics directly at the vent are difficult to constrain, because quantitative observations are hazardous or often impossible. But reducing
the risk of volcanic eruptions means also understanding eruption dynamics and one of the
keys in understanding the dynamics of explosive eruptions is an evaluation of the role of
volatiles in the melt apart from improved and novel monitoring techniques of in situ eruption dynamics as well as numerical simulations of subsurface eruptive processes.
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Many volcanoes, such as Montserrat in the Caribbean and Unzen in Japan, are capped by
a slowly-growing dome of viscous lava, and are among the most unpredictable and hazardous of natural phenomena (e.g. Sparks, 1997). Sudden collapse of the dome can generate deadly pyroclastic flows and threaten communities living on the volcano flanks. In the
last two decades, volcanologists have been closely monitoring volcanoes with active lava
domes, in an attempt to give advance warning of dangerous eruptions to the communities
living nearby (e.g Voight et al., 1999). Recently, seismologists have detected swarms of
small, shallow earthquakes in the volcano in the days or minutes before eruptions, and
changing patterns of seismicity are increasingly used to predict eruptions, although with
mixed success (e.g. Chouet, 1996). Unfortunately, our understanding of the real significance of the earthquakes is hindered by the fact that they occur within the volcano and
cannot be directly observed on the surface.
To address this problem, we have investigated the interior of a partly-collapsed 60 000
year old rhyolite volcano in Iceland, where the shallow magma conduit is exposed (Figure
1). This is the youngest dissected conduit yet documented, and the well-preserved textures indicate that the magma was repeatedly fracturing as it rose towards the surface – a
previously undocumented process that is an ideal trigger for small, shallow earthquakes
(Tuffen et al., Geology, in press).
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)LJXUH  Left: The 10 metre wide, near-vertical conduit in Iceland. The dark walls (w) consist of
obsidian. Magma flow was approximately vertical. Right: Angular fractures (pale grey) in the obsidian of the conduit wall. Fractures are filled by fine-grained ultracataclasite, which has identical
composition to the surrounding obsidian, and has undergone variably degrees of ductile deformation. The pen is 10 cm long.

The highly-viscous magma fractured when it was deformed too rapidly to be able to flow
as a liquid, and instead stress accumulated until the magma strength was exceeded. As a




result, networks of irregular, branching fractures formed, up to 4.8 m in length, with displacements up to 13 cm (Fig. 1b). The formation of these fractures is likely to have generated earthquakes with magnitudes of 0-1, similar to the magnitudes of recorded volcanic
earthquakes. Fracture of the magma was followed by healing, as particles generated on
the fracture plane annealed and underwent ductile deformation. This process allowed the
same body of magma to fracture many times, and lead to the formation of cross-cutting
generations of fractures.
We have used linear viscoelastic theory to develop simple fracture models, which show
that the time scale of fracture process is consistent with the repeat times of earthquakes at
lava dome eruptions worldwide. Therefore, the earthquakes that occur before eruptions
may tell us that the magma is deforming too rapidly to be able to flow. Instead, the magma
is beginning to break like a brittle solid, which may start a chain of events that ultimately
leads to collapse and destruction of the dome. Indeed, repeated fracture and healing may
be the characteristic behaviour of highly-viscous silica-rich magma as it rises slowly to the
surface (Tuffen et al., Geology, in press).
Having recognised that volcanic rocks may contain fossilised earthquakes, the next tasks
are to determine 1) what controls the depth of fracture in the conduit and 2) the relationship between the fracture properties and the seismic frequencies generated. This will help
us to understand the meaning of changes in the depth and frequency content of volcanic
earthquakes, which often occur in the hours or minutes before eruptions.
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